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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
Clinicopathologic Spectrum of Newly Diagnosed Multiple Myeloma Presenting
with Severe Renal Impairment Requiring Dialysis : A Tertiary Care Center
Experience from North India
Shailendra Kumar Singh*, Sanjeev Sharma**, Alok Kumar Pandey*, Vinay Rathore*,
Dhananjai Agarwal***, Pankaj Beniwal****, Vinay Malhotra***, Rajesh Jhorawat**

ABSTRACT :
Background : Renal involvement may be the
first manifestation of multiple myeloma (MM).
Impaired kidney function occurs in up to 50% patients
of MM and 1-5% may require renal replacement
therapy. We describe the clinicopathological
spectrum of MM patients presenting as acute kidney
injury (AKI) requiring dialysis.
Methods : This prospective observational study
included all patients of MM presenting with AKI
requiring dialysis between July 2016 and June 2017.
Diagnosis of MM was made according to the
International myeloma working group guidelines
2014. Demographic, clinical and laboratory data of
the patients were recorded in a standard proforma
Results : Out of 531 patients admitted with AKI,
32 (6.0%) had AKI due to MM. Mean age of study
population was 55.5±12.1 years and 66% were males.
Most common symptoms were anorexia (57%), 81%
had severe anemia (Hb<8gm/dl), 72 % had albumin
2
globulin ratio reversal (<1). Hypercalcemia (S. Ca +
>11mg/dl) was present in 25% of patients while 41%
had hypocalcemia (S.Ca2+<8.2mg/dl). Osteolytic
lesions were detected in 8 (25%) patients. Mean
plasma cells percentage in bone marrow biopsy was
22.25 (±11.9). Most common lesion on renal biopsy was
myeloma cast nephropathy (MCN) (81%), followed
by light chain deposition disease (LCDD) (19%).

Serum calcium (9.3±2.2 vs. 7.5±0.37, p=0.01),
serum creatinine (12.27±4.8 vs.5.0±0.75, p=0.02),
and ratio of involved and uninvolved light chain
(373.0 IQR: 155.7-959.90 vs. 55.0, IQR: 23.2455.00, p=0.04) were significantly higher in MCN
patients as compared to LCDD patients while 24 hrs
urinary protein (0.9±0.57 vs. 2.8±0.9, p= 0.007) was
lower in MCN patients.
Conclusion : MM is a common cause of AKI
especially in older age. MCN is the most common
cause of severe renal failure followed by LCDD.
MCN patients have higher serum creatinine , higher
calcium level, higher ratio of involved and
uninvolved light chain and lower urinary protein
excretion at presentation compared to LCDD
patients.
Keywords : Multiple myeloma, Cast
Nephropathy, Light Chain deposition disease, Acute
kidney injury, Dialysis
INTRODUCTION :
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a hematologic
malignancy, characterized by the neoplastic
proliferation of plasma cells producing a monoclonal
immunoglobulin. Most patients with MM present
with signs or symptoms related to the infiltration of
plasma cells into the bone or other organs or to kidney
damage from excess light chains. Renal involvement
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a common feature of MM and may be the first
manifestation of the disease.
Impaired kidney function in MM, occurs in up to
50% of patients and is an independent factor for poor
1,2
prognosis . Acute kidney injury (AKI) requiring
dialysis generally occurs in 1 to 3 percent of patients
with MM but in some studies it has been reported in
up to 12 percent3. Majority of renal complications are
because of deposition of monoclonal
immunoglobulins (paraproteins) or free light chains
in the glomeruli or tubules. Pathological spectrum of
renal disease due to paraprotein deposition includes
myeloma cast nephropathy (MCN), amyloid light
chain (AL) amyloidosis, monoclonal
immunoglobulin deposition disease (MIDD),
membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis (MPGN),
and light chain proximal tubulopathy4-7. There may be
many other causes of renal impairment like acute
tubular necrosis due to hypocalcaemia, nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs, dehydration and
nephrocalcinosis (in the setting of tumor lysis
syndrome or hypercalcemia) and acute interstitial
nephritis. There is a strong correlation between the
presence and severity of renal function impairment
and patient survival. Survival is particularly poor
among dialysis-dependent patients with MM3-8.
There is paucity of clinicopathological studies
of MM presenting as AKI requiring dialysis. In this
study we describe the clinicopathological spectrum of
MM patients presenting as AKI requiring dialysis.
MATERIAL AND METHODS :
Study design : Prospective observational study
Study Period : July 2016 to June 2017.
Study centre : Nephrology department of
Sawai Man Singh Medical College and hospital,
Jaipur, India
Inclusion criteria : All patients of MM
admitted in our department with severe renal failure
requiring dialysis.
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Exclusion criteria:
1.

Those patients, whose renal function recovered
with conservative management like adequate
hydration, treating infections and stopping
nephrotoxic drugs were not included in the
study.

2.

Those patients who had history of renal
dysfunction for more than three months or
having contracted kidneys (< 8.5 cm in length)
were excluded from study.

Method : Clinical data, including demographic
information and laboratory findings on presentation
were obtained by reviewing medical records and
interviewing the patients. For the diagnosis of MM,
other than routine investigations, bone marrow
biopsy, Serum protein electrophoresis and immune
electrophoresis, serum free light assay with kappa
lambda ratio and skeletal X-rays were done.
Diagnosis of MM was made according to the
International myeloma working group guidelines
2014. Renal biopsy was done as a part of standard
clinical practice to find out the cause of acute renal
injury, if there was no contraindication for renal
biopsy. Standard processing of kidney biopsy
specimens included light microscopy, immun of
luorescence, and electron microscopy.
Statistical analysis : Continuous variables are
presented as mean ± standard deviation or median and
inter quartile range (IQR) and compared using
Student t test or Mann-Whitney U test, where
appropriate. Categorical variables are presented as
proportions and compared using Pearson's chi- square
test. A p-value <0.05 was considered significant. The
statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS
software (version 20).
Ethical approval : Approved by Institute's
ethics committee.
RESULTS :
Out of 531 patients admitted with AKI requiring
dialysis during the study period, 32 (6.0%) had AKI
2
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due to MM. Twenty one (65%) were males. Mean age
of study population was 55.5±12.1 years.
Most common symptoms were anorexia (57%)
followed by edema (41%), nausea or vomiting (39%),
weakness (29%), decreased urine output (24%),
breathlessness (20%). Bone pain was present in 17%
of patients while fever at presentation was found in
only 11% of patients.
Anemia (Hb<10gm/dl) was present in all
patients while 81% patients were found to have severe
anemia (Hb<8gm/dl).Hypertension (BP>140/90 mm
Hg) at presentation was detected in 21(66%) patients.
Hepatomegaly was found in 15% and splenomegaly
in 6% of patients.
Albumin globulin (A:G) ratio was reversed in 23
(72%) patients. Hypercalcemia (S. Ca2+ >11mg/dl)
was present in 25% of patients while 41% of patients
were having hypocalcemia (S. Ca2+<8.2mg/dl).
Hyperuricemia was found in 68% of patients.
Osteolytic lesions were detected in 8 (25%) patients.
All patients were found to have monoclonal light
chain in serum with abnormal kappa lambda ratio
(<0.26 or >3.1).Serum protein electrophoresis
revealed monoclonal band in all patients. Mean serum
M band was 4.12±1.96 gm. S. immune
electrophoresis revealed that 15 (47%) patients were
having IgG while only light chain was found in 13 (41
%) patients. Remaining 4(12%) patients were having
IgA as monoclonal immunoglobulin. In bone marrow
biopsy mean plasma cells percentage was 22.25
(±11.9).
Most common lesion on renal biopsy was MCN
in 26(81%) patients followed by light chain
deposition disease (LCDD) in 6(19%). One patient
with MCN also had tubular LCDD while another
patient with MCN had glomerular amyloid
deposition. Five patients (83%) of LCDD were
having nodular glomerulosclerosis. 24 hrs Urine
protein in LCDD group (2.8±0.9gms) was
significantly higher compare to MCN group (
0.9±0.57gms) (P=0.007).Two patients in LCDD
group (33.3%) had nephrotic range proteinuria.
3

Serum calcium (9.3±2.2 vs. 7.5±0.37, p=0.01)
and serum creatinine (12.27±4.8 vs.5.0±0.75,
p=0.02), were significantly higher in MCN patients as
compared to LCDD patients (Table 2). Kappa was the
predominant light chain in LCDD patients
(kappa/lambda-2:1) while MCN patients have kappa,
lambda involvement in almost equal frequency (6:7).
S. M band level was significantly higher in MCN
patients compared LCDD patients (4.6±2.0 vs
2.4±0.99 gm, p=0.03). Similarly, ratio of involved
and uninvolved light chain (373.0 IQR: 155.7-959.90
vs. 55.0, IQR: 23.24-55.00, p=0.04) was significantly
higher in MCN patients as compared to LCDD
patients.
DISCUSSION :
MM is one of a common cause of AKI requiring
dialysis in our center. It is a disease of older age.
However the mean age of presentation in our subject
was 55.5 years, lower than that reported in literature
1
(66 years) .
Most common symptoms of MM patients are
weakness and easy fatigue due to rapidly developing
severe anemia followed by bone pain because of bone
1
invasion and pathological fractures . Renal
impairment is common in MM patients. About 2050% patient may have renal involvement at
presentation and thus many patients may present first
1,3,7
time with symptoms related to renal impairment .
Decreased urine output and symptoms related to
volume overload were found in about quarter of
patients and were more common in patients of LCDD
which may be because of glomerular pathology in
LCDD. Many patients of MCN were dry and
dehydrated at presentation and urine output recovered
in most of them with adequate hydration. In an Indian
study, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs were
the most common precipitating factor for AKI in
multiple myeloma9. Bone pain was present in 17% of
patients at presentation while fever was found in 11%
of patients. Kyle et al found bone pain at presentation
in 58% of patients while fever was found in less than
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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1% of cases1. Hypercalcemia was present in 25% of
patients. Kyle et al. found hypercalcemia in 28%
cases of MM and in 13% cases of MM with renal
failure1. Osteolytic lesions were detected in only
quarter of our patients by conventional radiography
which was significantly different from other
studies1,6,10 in which lytic lesions were reported in up to
60% of cases. Sakhuja et al found that hypercalcemia
and skeletal abnormalities were more frequent in
those with renal involvement while in our study
hypocalcemia (41%) was more common which might
6,7
be because of severe renal failure . Sakhuja et al
found light chain myeloma in 68% of those with renal
involvement7. In our study too, only light chains were
detected in 41% cases which was higher than that
reported in literature and indicates that light chain
myeloma patients have high risk of renal injury.
Mean plasma cell in bone marrow was 22.25% which
1,6-7
was lower in comparison to other studies while
serum M band was found to be high (4.12 gms) in
comparison to others1,6. It indicates that severity of
renal involvement is not related to high tumour
burden but was related to high level of monoclonal
immunoglobulin.
In renal biopsy only 2 types of lesions were
found, first and most common lesion was MCN
(81%) followed by LCDD (19%) while in other
studies various type of lesions have been described
which may or may not be related to monoclonal
immunoglobulins4-7. Reason behind this may be that
we have included only those patients who were
having severe renal failure requiring renal
replacement therapy and these two lesions are known
to cause severe renal injury. Nasr et al also found
MCN as most common lesion (33%) followed by
6
MIDD (22%) . Two patients of MCN were having
interstitial infiltration by plasma cells but none of the
patient was having isolated interstitial nephritis as a
cause of renal failure which is contrary to previous
literature in which tubulointerstitial nephritis has
been described as an important cause of renal failure
6,7
in MM patients . Mean interstitial fibrosis and
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

tubular atrophy (IFTA) was found to be high in MCN
group (26.5%) in comparison to LCDD group
(15.0%) but it was not statistically significant. S.
Creatinine was significantly high in MCN group in
comparison to LCDD group which signify that
patients of MCN have severe renal failure and it was
observed that patient having very high S.Creatinine at
presentation, were having cast nephropathy. 24 hours
urinary protein was significantly high in LCDD group
in comparison to MCN group which is explainable
because LCDD patients were having glomerular
pathology. Hematuria and proteinuria are the known
features of LCDD
LCDD patients have predominantly κ light
chain involvement while MCN patients have both κ
and λ light chain involvement in almost equal
11
frequency which was similar to previous literature .
Mean serum M band level was significantly high in
MCN patients which indicates that cast nephropathy
is associated with high concentration of free light
chains in serum. Nasr et al. found that mean bone
marrow plasma cell percentage was significantly high
6
in MCN group in comparison to LCDD group , no
such difference found in our study.
Our study included MM patients with severe
AKI requiring dialysis, a scenario commonly seen in
tertiary care nephrology centers. Our study is limited
by small sample size. Further our study intended to
describe the clinic-pathological spectrum of these
patients. We did not follow treatment and outcomes of
these patients. Larger prospective studies will be
needed to better define clinic-pathological spectrum
and outcome of these patients.
CONCLUSION :
MM is a common cause of AKI especially in
older age. MCN is the most common cause of severe
renal failure followed by LCDD. MCN patients have
higher serum creatinine, calcium level and lower
urinary protein excretion and lower ratio of involved
and uninvolved light chain at presentation compared
to LCDD.
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Introducing History Taking Classes in the Lecture Theatre – An Innovation
Monica Jain*, Shruti Bhargava**, Mohnish Grover***, Deepali Pathak****,
Sunil Kumar Mahavar*****

ABSTRACT :
History taking is an art. The conventional
method of teaching history taking since times
immemorial has been bed side teaching where a
teacher demonstrates it to a small group of students in
the ward. However, this requires a large number of
patients as well as faculty to cater to all 250
undergraduate students of a MBBS batch at one time.
This innovative pilot study was conducted at SMS
Medical College, where history taking was taught not
in the ward by many teachers, but in the lecture theatre
nd
by one faculty, to all the 250 students of 2 MBBS
together, and the perception of students as well as
faculty was gathered.
Keywords :
History taking, lecture, large group
Background :
The medical council of India has always
emphasized the importance of teaching history taking
to undergraduates appropriately. It is a well-known
fact that history taking is an art. Skilled history taking
is still regarded to be of fundamental importance for
clinical decision making. 1Traditionally teaching
history taking has been a domain of small groups
where the students were taught at the patient's
bedside.

Bed side teaching in wards in small groups is
prone to patient as well as teacher bias. The luck
factor of students plays an important role here.
Students may benefit more by good teaching skills of
one teacher, who is their ward in charge as compared
to another. Some clinicians may want to hurry up the
class due to their busy schedule and may feel excess
workload in teaching about the same case to many
small groups again and again. So, a large number of
teachers is required for a big batch of undergraduates.
Sometimes, not a single patient of a particular
disease may be available in the ward, when a
particular group of students is posted, any hence may
miss out that case. Thus, there are chances that
uniformity related to patient or teacher may not be
maintained.
Lectures continue to be an efficient and
standardised way to deliver information to large
groups of students.2 It has been well documented that
students prefer interactive lectures, based on active
learning principles, to didactic teaching in the large
group setting.2 Interactive lecturing on history taking
using a simulated patient can be used to cater to a large
number of students at one time by one teacher. Also, a
simulated patient can be used if the case of a particular
disease is not available at that time in the ward.
Simulation refers to the artificial (and almost always
simplified) representation of a complex real-world
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process with sufficient fidelity to achieve a particular
3
goal, such as in training or performance testing.
Students in the early preclinical state might
profit from this type of approach helping them to
focus on interview skills and not being distracted by
thinking about differential diagnoses or clinical
management.4
MATERIAL AND METHOD :
This study was conducted at SMS Medical
College on students of II MBBS (3rd semester) over a
period of one month. During this time two-hour
duration classes on taking history of clinical cases,
were conducted in the lecture theatre. This involved
all the 250 undergraduate students of a batch together
at one time instead of going for different clinical
history taking classes in groups to their respective
assigned units and departments. The classes were
conducted in the disciplines of medicine, surgery,
ENT and Obstetrics & Gynaecology. Simulated cases
were used to demonstrate the history taking skills, by
one faculty member from each branch. The classes

were organised after taking prior permission from
Principal & Controller, SMS medical College and
ensuring coordination between all the involved
departments. The Perception of faculty and students
was gathered regarding this innovation of teaching
history taking in lecture theatre using a simulated
patient instead of during ward posting. The final
outcome was evaluated on a five-point Likert scale,
and data was analysed in form of percentage and
proportion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION :
To the best of our knowledge, this type of study
has not been published in the past from any other
medical college. In this study we have tried to
introduce the concepts of history taking in a lecture
hall setting, using a simulated patient and just one
faculty for all the 250 students of II MBBS (3rd
semester).
A total of 250 students and two faculty members
each from Medicine, Surgery, ENT and Gynaecology
& Obstetrics participated in this initial pilot study.

Table 1 : Shows the perception of students for this method of teaching history taking versus the
conventional bed side teaching (N=250)
S.
No.

Question

Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
(strongly (disagree) % (neutral) %
disagree)

Score 4
(agree) %

Score 5
(strongly
agree) %

1

The session was well organised

4 (1.6%)

7 (2.8%)

21 (8.4%)

65 (26%)

153 (61.2%)

2

It saved time

3 (1.2%)

8 (3.2%)

20 (8%)

65 (26%)

154 (61.6%)

3

It removed teacher bias

4 (1.6%)

8 (3.2%)

18 (7.2%)

63 (25.2%)

157 (62.8%)

4

It removed patient bias

5 (2%)

7 (2.8%)

19 (7.6%)

64 (25.6%)

155 (62%)

5

I understood better than
bedside class

4 (1.6%)

9 (3.6%)

24 (9.6%)

65 (26%)

148 (59.2%)

6

I enjoyed the class

2 (0.8%)

6 (2.4%)

17 (6.8%)

57 (22.8%)

168 (67.2%

7

I was more focussed as
compared to bedside teaching

4 (1.6%)

7 (2.8%)

21 (8.4%)

64 (25.6%)

154 (61.6%)

8

I recommend more such
sessions in future

3 (1.2%)

6 (2.4%)

20 (8%)

57 (22.8%)

164 (65.6%)

7
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On evaluating the perception of students as well
as teachers for this new innovation we found that most
of the students enjoyed this teaching and could
concentrate better. Almost all the students felt that
here was no teacher to teacher bias as the same faculty
taught all the students of the batch. Also, most
students were satisfied by the fact that there was no

patient bias. All the students were exposed to the
patient of a particular disease, irrespective of their
posting ward. Most of the students felt more focussed
as compared to bedside teaching where they said
sometimes that could not perceive what was going on,
while standing bedside. Almost all the students have
recommended more such sessions to be organised.

Table 2 : shows the perception of faculty for this method of teaching history taking versus conventional
bed side teaching (N=8)
S. Question
No.

Score 1
(totally
disagree)

Score 2
(disagree)

Score 3
(neutral)

Score 4
(agree)

Score 5
(totally
agree)

1

The session was well organised

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

4 (50%)

2

It saved my time

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

3 (37.5%)

3

It removed patient bias

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (25%)

6 (75%)

4

It removed monotony of
teaching

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

3 (37.5%)

5

I enjoyed taking the class

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

4 (50%)

6

The students were more
focussed and interested in the
class

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

3 (37.5%)

7

Attendance of preclinical
students improved in my class
compared to bedside teaching

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

5 (62.5%)

8

I recommend more such
sessions in future

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

2 (25%)

5 (62.5%)

The faculty feedback trends also appear to be in
favour of our innovation. Most of the faculty felt that
it saved their time, they were relatively less loaded
with work as compared to teaching many small
groups on subsequent days, about the same patient.
The faculty also enjoyed this different conduction of a
class on history taking. They felt that the students
were more attentive, and the attendance of students
also improved tremendously as compared to bedside
classes. Almost all faculty also recommended these
classes to be continued.
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

CONCLUSION :
This preliminary study shows that conducting
history taking classes in lecture theatre in the form of
interactive lecture, using a simulated patient was
beneficial to students as well as faculty. It saved time,
avoided patient as well as teacher bias and generated
interest in the students. This type of innovation can be
continued for students who are in preclinical years, as
this is a simple, time saving and easy to follow method
for early clinical exposure in such students.

8
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Bacteriological Profile from Cell Phones Amongst Laboratory
Personnel at Tertiary Care Hospital, Jaipur
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ABSTRACT
Introduction : Cell phones are commonly used
in healthcare settings for rapid communication within
hospitals. One of the most common concerns
regarding heavy use of devices is that they can be
vehicles for transmitting pathogens. People rarely
disinfect phones and as a result devices have potential
for contamination with various bacterial agents. So
the present study was aimed to determine the bacterial
contamination on cell phones that are frequently used
by lab personnel.
Aim & Objectives : To isolate bacterial flora
contaminating the surfaces of cell phones that are
frequently used by laboratory personnel.
Methods : All cell phones which were taken into
study were disinfected with70% Isopropyl Alcohol
before entering the laboratory. At the time of leaving
the laboratory, swabs from 40 phones were collected
and inoculated on Blood agar, MacConkey agar and
Thiogylycollate Broth. Isolated organisms were
processed according to standard protocol.
Results : Swabs of cell phones of 40 lab
personnel were analysed for presence of
microorganisms. Out of 40 samples, all 40 (100%)
were contaminated with microorganisms. 40
organisms were isolated from 40 phones. Out of
40,27(67.5%) cell phones were contaminated with
aerobic Gram Positive Bacilli, 3(7.5%) were

contaminated with Micrococci, 2(5%) with E.coli,
2(5%) with Enterobacter aerogenes, 2(5%) with
Coagulase Positive Staphylococcus species, 1(2.5%)
with Acinetobacter baumanni and 1(2.5%) with
Pseudomonas aeruginosa species. There were 2(5%)
samples which were contaminated with both
Micrococci and Gram Positive Bacilli.
Conclusion : Restriction of cell phones is
recommended in laboratory. Hand hygiene must be
followed before and after handling of phones.
Keywords : cell phones, contamination,
laboratory personnel.
INTRODUCTION
Cell phones have become one of the most
indispensable accessories of professional and social
1
life . They have become one of the essential devices
used for communication in daily life, and are
commonly used almost everywhere. Healthcare
workers use these phones for rapid communication
within hospital settings. However, one of the most
common concerns regarding heavy use of mobile
devices is that they can act as a vehicle for
transmitting pathogenic bacteria and other
microorganisms2. Contamination can spread from
3
outside surfaces to >80% of exposed hands .
The constant handling of cell phones by
laboratory personnel poses a severe threat to spread of
infectious pathogens which could be multi drug
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resistant also; both inside the facility and to the
community outside. This is especially so because the
skin of our palms provide moisture and optimum
temperature of human body for these bacteria to
4
proliferate . These factors and the heat generated by
cell phones contribute to harbouring bacteria on the
device at alarming levels. When we consider a
phone's daily contact with the face, mouth, ears, and
hands, the dire health risks of using germ-infested
5
mobile devices are obvious .
We rarely make an effort to disinfect our phones
as it is cumbersome process because excess moisture
could damage them. Contaminated hands and cell
phones of health professionals can play a great role in
spreading infections to self, family member, and
6-8
others outside the hospital .
There are some reports which indicate that
giving low emphasis on regular disinfection of hands
and poor hand washing practices by health
professional predispose their and other individuals'
9, 10
cell phones to the colonization of bacteria .
Many researchers have studied cell phone
contamination among healthcare workers however
little work has been done in the laboratory setup. So
the present study was aimed to determine the bacterial
contamination on cell phones that are frequently used
by lab personnel.
MATERIALS & METHODS
SAMPLE COLLECTION & PROCESSING
This cross sectional study was performed for 1
month in May 2018, at Department of Microbiology,
SMS Hospital Jaipur, Rajasthan. A total of 40 samples
were collected from the cell phones of laboratory
personnel working in bacteriology lab. Oral consent
was obtained from all the individuals whose cell
phones were included in the study.
Samples were obtained from cell phones of all
participants using sterile cotton swabs. Before taking
11

a swab, both hands of laboratory personnel were
cleaned using an alcohol-based instant hand sanitizer,
and powder-free disposable gloves were worn per
sample throughout the work to prevent crosscontamination. Sterilized cotton swab moistened by
sterile normal saline was rotated to swipe from overall
(screen, keypad, sides, and back) area of the mobile
phone. All swabs were immediately streaked over the
surface of blood and MacConkey's agar plates. The
cotton ends of these swabs were cut off and soaked in
10 ml thioglycolate broth. Blood and MacConkey's
agar plates along with thioglycollate broth were
incubated aerobically at 37°C for 24 hours.
IDENTIFICATION OF ISOLATES
Isolated bacterial agents were identified
according to the standard microbiological methods.
Primary isolation of bacteria was made based on their
colony characteristics and Gram stain reaction
microscopically. Different biochemical tests like
triple sugar iron agar, indole, citrate, oxidase, urease,
motility, mannitol, catalase, and coagulase were used
for further identification.
RESULTS
There were 40 participants whose cell phones
were analysed for the presence of microorganisms.
Swabs from 40 lab personnel were taken into study.
Out of 40 samples, all 40 (100%) were contaminated
with microorganisms. 40 organisms were isolated
from 40 phones. Out of 40,27 (67.5%) cell phones
were contaminated with aerobic spore bearing Gram
Positive Bacilli, 3(7.5%) were contaminated with
Micrococci, 2(5%) with E.coli, 2(5%) with
Enterobacter aerogenes, 2(5%) with Coagulase
Positive Staphylococcus species, 1(2.5%) with
Acinetobacter baumanni and 1(2.5%) with
Pseudomonas aeruginosa species. There were 2(5%)
samples which were contaminated with both
Micrococci and Gram Positive Bacilli.
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Percentage of Micro organisms
2.5

2.5

5

Table : 1 Table showing number of bacteria and
their percentage isolated from cell phones of
laboratory personnel
TYPE OF
ORGANISM

5
5
5
7.5
67.5

Gram Positive Bacilli
Micrococci
E.coli
Enterobacter aerogenes
Coagulase Positive Staphylococcus Species
Acinetobacter
Pseudomonas
Micrococci+Gram Positive Bacilli
Figure : 1 Pie chart showing percentage of different
bacteria grown on cell phones.
DISCUSSION
In this study our main aim was to isolate the
bacteria which contaminate the cell phones of
laboratory personnel as they are the ones who come in
maximum contact of patient’s sample while
processing them. This poses a potential health risk to
them. Also it results in contamination of those zones
in laboratory which are already sterile. The surface
spread method is an easy and useful tool for detection
of bacterial contamination of mobile phones.
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

NUMBER PERCENTAGE
(n=40)
(%)

Gram Positive Bacilli

27

67.5

Microccocci

3

7.5

E.coli

2

5

Enterobacter
aerogenes

2

5

Coagulase Positive
Staphylococcus
species

2

5

Acinetobacter

1

2.5

Pseudomonas

1

2.5

Micrococci +
Positive Bacilli

2

5

In our study 40 individuals participated and
swab samples were taken from their cell phones after
their verbal consent. All cell phones were
contaminated with either single or mixed bacterial
agents. However maximum number of isolates
detected was aerobic Gram Positive Bacilli which
account to 67.5% of the total samples. These bacilli
are ubiquitous in nature, present in soil, dust, water
and air and are also frequently isolated as
contaminants in bacteriological culture media.
Micrococcus which accounts for 7.5% are skin
commensals usually not associated with human
infections. E.coli(5%), S.aureus(5%),P. aeruginosa
(2.5%) and Acinetobactor baumanni(2.5%)all form a
part of ESKAPE pathogens which cause hospital
acquired infections and are difficult to treat because
of their multi drug resistance property. E.
aerogenes(5%) has also gained increasing attention as
a nosocomial pathogen during last 2 decades. They
are commensals in skin, oral cavity and intestine. The
carriage rate is much higher among hospital staff than
community. Unhygienic practices and warm hospital
environment (summers) promote colonization.
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In a study done by Salim et al11 Swab samples
were collected from 40 mobile phones of patients and
health care workers at the Alexandria University
Students’ Hospital. They were tested for their
bacterial contamination. All of the tested mobile
phones (100%) were contaminated with either single
or mixed bacterial agents. The most prevalent
bacterial contaminants were methicillin-resistant S.
aureus and coagulase-negative staphylococci
representing 53% and 50%, respectively. Similar
results were reported by Tagoe et al.
A cross-sectional study was done by Shadi Zakai
et al in which they identified both pathogenic and
non pathogenic bacteria on cell phones of 105
medical students at King Abdulaziz University,
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, using standard microbiological
methods. Out of 105 cell phones screened, 101
(96.2%) were contaminated with bacteria.
Coagulase-negative staphylococci were the most
abundant isolates (68%). Seventeen (16.2%) cell
phones were found to harbor Staphylococcus aureus.
Gram-positive bacilli were isolated from 20 (19%)
samples.
11

7

Badr et al conducted a cross-sectional study
from February to March 2018 on 226 health
professionals’ mobile phones which were selected by
a simple random sampling technique. The overall
prevalence of mobile phone contamination with one
or more bacteria was 94.2%. Coagulase-negative
staphylococci (CoNS; 58.8%), Staphylococcus
aureus (14.4%), and Klebsiella species (6.9%) were
the most predominant bacterial isolates. They also put
antimicrobial susceptibility tests and found the
overall prevalence of multidrug-resistant bacteria as
69.9%. About half of Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria were resistant to ampicillin and
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. Male sex (adjusted
odds ratio (AOR) 4.1, 95% confidence interval (CI)
1.1, 15.8) and the absence of regular phone
cleaning/disinfecting were found to be the most
significant factors (AOR 4.1, 95% CI 1.2, 13.5)
associated with health care professionals’ mobile
13

phone bacterial contamination in their study.
Chang CH et al9 conducted an observational
cohort study on medical staffs working in the
operating room who were asked to take bacterial
cultures from their cell phones, anterior nares, and
dominant hands. They identified the relation between
cell phone contamination and bacterial colonization
of the medical staff, genotyping of Staphylococcus
aureus (SA) was done via Staphylococcus protein A
gene (spa) typing and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis
(PFGE). A total of 216 swab samples taken from 72
medical-staff members were analyzed. The culturepositive rate was 98.1% (212/216). In 59 (27.3%)
samples, the bacteria were possible clinical
pathogens. The anterior nares were the most common
site of colonization by clinical pathogens (58.3%,
42/72), followed by cell phones (13.9%, 10/72) and
the dominant hand (9.7%, 7/72). SA was the most
commonly isolated clinical pathogen and was found
in 43 (19.9%) samples. In 66 (94.3%) of the 70 staff
members for whom bacteria were detected on their
cell phones, the same bacteria were detected in nares
or hand. Among 31 medical staff who were carriers of
SA in the anterior nares or dominant hand, 8 (25.8%)
were found to have SA on their cell phones, and
genotyping confirmed the same SA strain in 7
(87.5%) of them.
However in our study most common
contaminant was Gram Positive Bacteria as
compared to other studies. It could be because of
small sample size that the organisms we found were
not variable. But we could definitely hypothesize that
cell phones play a role in the spread of infectious
agents among the laboratory personnel and thereby in
the community.
CONCLUSION

!
Restriction of cell phones is recommended in

laboratory. When required, base phones can be
used. Reasons for restriction are:
I.

Slightest distraction can lead to communication
of wrong results to the patients.
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Potential carrier of harmful bacteria and can
result in contamination in sterile zones in
microbiological laboratories.

3.

K.A. Reynolds, P.M. Watt, S.A. Boone, C.P. Gerba
Occurrence of bacteria and biochemical markers on
public surfaces Int J Environ Health Res. 2005 ;15(3):22534.

III. Danger of fire or explosion in laboratory which
may prove disastrous.

4.

Tagoe DN, Gyande VK, Ansah EO. Bacterial
Contamination of Mobile Phones: When Your Mobile
Phone Could Transmit More Than Just a Call. Webmed
Central MICROBIOLOGY 2011;2(10):WMC002294
doi:10.9754/journal.wmc.2011.002294

II.

IV. As the camera feature can be used to take
pictures of sensitive documents or facilities and
convey them to outside interested parties,
security of laboratory data is must.

Singh A, Purohit B.Mobile phones in hospital settings: a
serious threat to infection. Occup Health Saf. 2012 ;
81(3):42-4.
!
Due care should be taken when using phones
especially during working hours. If needed, 6. Angadi KM, Misra R, Gupta U, Jadhav S, Sardar M. Study
of the role of mobile phones in the transmission of hospital
individual should keep the phone on their
acquired infections. Medical Journal of Dr DY Patil
person, under their lab coat and only make or
University. 2014;7(4):435.

attend calls in emergency after removing gloves.

5.

Badr RI, ibrahim Badr H, Ali NM. Mobile phones and
nosocomial
infections. International Journal of Infection
!
Hand hygiene must be followed before and after
Control. 2012;8(2):295.

handling of phones to reduce risk of nosocomial
infection. Adequate decontamination of phones
by cleaning it with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol is one
such process which could reduce the risk of
cross contamination of bacteria and may prove
beneficial in curtailing any potential disease
transmission.

7.

8.

Nwankwo EO, Ekwunife N, Mofolorunsho KC.
Nosocomial pathogens associated with the mobile phones
of healthcare workers in a hospital in Anyigba, Kogi state,
Nigeria. J Epidemiol Glob Health. 2014;4(2):135–40.

Chang CH, Chen SY, Lu JJ, Chang CJ, Chang Y, Hsieh
PH. Nasal colonization and bacterial contamination of
mobile phones carried by medical staff in the operating
r o o m . P L o S O n e . 2 0 1 7 ; 1 2 ( 5 ) : e 0 1 7 5 8 11 .
!
Lockers should be provided for safe custody of
https://doi.org/10.1371/ journal.pone.0175811

mobile phones along with other valuables for lab
personnel.

9.

10.

Sepehri G, Talebizadeh N, Mirzazadeh A, Mir-shekari TR, Sepehri E. Bacterial contamination and resistance to
commonly used antimicrobials of healthcare workers’
mobile phones in teaching hospitals, Kerman, Iran. Am J
Appl Sci. 2009;6(5):806.

11.

Zakai S, Mashat A, Abumohssin A, Samarkandi A,
Almaghrabi B, Barradah H,et al. Bacterial contamination
of cell phones of medical students at King Abdulaziz
University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. J Microsc Ultrastruct.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction : Celiac disease is a chronic small
intestinal immune-mediated enteropathy that is
precipitated by dietary gluten in genetically
predisposed individuals. This study was conducted to
study of hematological & clinico-endoscopic profile
of celiac disease.
Methods : A total 41 patients, suspected of
celiac disease on serological evaluation (IgA anti-tTG
antibody titre >100) included in study. History,
physical examination, multiple small bowel biopsy,
IgA anti-tTG along with iron studies (s. iron, ferritin,
TIBC), vitamin B12 levels, INR & other routine
investigations was done. Endoscopic findings that
considered suggestive for diagnosis of celiac disease
were scalloping of the folds, flattening of the duodenal
folds, nodularity, multiple fissures & mosaic pattern
& classified according to Marsh classification.
Diagnosis of celiac disease was made based on clinical
probability of celiac disease (typical GI symptoms,
family history, steatorrhea, unexplained iron
deficiency or signs of malabsorption), with IgA antitTG titre>100 & biopsy proven histological evidence.
Results : Of the total 41 subjects with IgA antitTG antibody titre >100; 16 (36.02%) had partial
villous atrophy, whereas 4 (9.76%) has subtotal or
total villous atrophy. Most common findings were

anemia (100%) out of that 87.8% were IDA & 12.2%
were megaloblastic anemia. After anemia, the other
common features in subjects were diarrhea (53.66%),
abdominal distention (29.26%), vomiting (14.63%),
pain abdomen (9.76%) & edema (7.3%). In subjects
with IDA (n= 36), 47.22% had stage 1, whereas
34.15% had stage 3a dystrophy. In subjects with
megaloblastic anemia (n=5), 4 out of 5 had Marsh
stage IIIa & IIIb, suggesting that more extensive &
severe celiac disease only affects the vitamin B12 &
folate absorption.
Conclusion : Celiac disease has clinically
significant hematological manifestations, which
should be evaluated & treated.
INTRODUCTION
Celiac disease (CD) is a chronic small intestinal
immune-mediated enteropathy that is precipitated by
1
dietary gluten in genetically predisposed individuals .
It affects approximately 1% of the population
worldwide2. Clinical presentation includes signs and
symptoms of malabsorption such as diarrhea,
steatorrhea, weight loss, and nutritional deficiencies
The iron deficiency in celiac disease primarily
results from impaired absorption of iron but there may
also be occult blood loss in the gastrointestinal (GI)
tract3,4. The clinical picture has changed considerably
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since the advent of serologic screening, with an
increase in the frequency of individuals presenting
with more atypical (i.e. non-gastrointestinal)
manifestations.
MATERIAL & METHOD
In an retrospective analysis, 41 patients,
suspected of celiac disease on serological (IgA anti
tTG antibody titre >100) evaluation, presenting in
Department of Gastroenterology & General
Medicine, Mahatma Gandhi Medical College &
Hospital, Rajasthan from 1st October 2018 to
1stNovember 2019 were evaluated. UGI Endoscopy
&biopsy was taken from all subjects.
Subjects socio-demographic profile, history,
physical examination, multiple small bowel biopsy,
IgA anti-tTG along with Iron studies (S. Iron, Ferritin,
TIBC), Vitamin B12 levels, complete blood counts,
peripheral blood films, prothrombin time, INR &
other routine investigations were considered for
evaluation.
Following Endoscopic findings were
considered suggestive for diagnosis of celiac disease,
scalloping of the folds, flattening of the duodenal
folds, nodularity, multiple fissures & mosaic pattern.
All biopsy samples were interpreted using
Marsh Classification, stage 0-normal, pre-infiltrative,
increased IEL; stage 1-infiltration of the lamina
propria with lymphocytes; stage 2- crypt hyperplasia;
stage 3- villus atrophy, lamina propria lymphocytosis
to complete loss of villi and crypt hyperplasia5,6.
Oberhuber classified the Marsh III into three sub7
categories (IIIa, IIIb, IIIc) .
Diagnosis of celiac disease was made based on,
moderate to high clinical probability of celiac disease
(typical GI symptoms, family history, statorrhea,
unexplained iron deficiency or signs of
malabsorbtion), with a Ig A anti tTG titre >100
&biopsy proven histological evidence8-12. Statistical
analysis was performed with Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences software (SPSS version 26.0,
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

Chicago, Illinois, USA). In total study group, for
continuous data mean, standard deviation and range
were calculated. For categorical data, number and
percentages were calculated. The study protocol was
approved by the ethics committee.
Table 1 : Demographic Characteristics of subjects
with Celiac disease
Variable

Subjects N=41

Age (mean ± SD)

42.5 ±16.4

Sex
Male

26 (63.41%)

Female

15 (36.59%)

Urban

23 (56.1%)

Rural

18 (43.9%)

Degree of Villous Atrophy
PVA*

16 (39.02%)

S/TVA**

4 (9.76%)

* PVA = partial villous atrophy, ** S⁄TVA = subtotal⁄
total villous atrophy
Table 2 : Comparison of clinical features at
presentation (%)
Constipation

4.88%

Edema

7.3%

Pain Abdomen
Vomiting
Abdominal
Distention
Diarrhea
Anaemia

9.76%
14.63%
29.26%
53.66%
100%
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Table 3: Haematological Manifestation of Celiac
Disease (%)

Table 4 : Histological Severity & Its correlation
with type of Anemia
MARSH
CLASSIFICATION

87.8

I

17

0

4 (9.75)

3

1

III A

16 (39.02)

14

0

III B

3 (7.32)

1

2

III C

3 (7.32)

1

2

Total

41

36

5

RESULT

29.27

12.2
2.4
SPLEENIC
DYSFUNCTION

7.32
COAGULOPATHY

THROMBOCYTOPENIA

2.4
THROMBOCYTOSIS

NEUTROPENIA

MEGALOBLASTIC
ANAEMIA

IRON DEFICIENCY
ANAEMIA

Iron
Megaloblastic
deficiency
anemia
anemia

15 (36.59)

II

4.9

N=41
(%)

Figure 1: IgA anti-tTG antibodies titre of subjects
with endoscopic evidence of Celiac Disease
(n=68)
(60.29%)

The mean age of the subjects was 42.5 ±16.4 years.
Most of the subjects were males (63.41%)& were from an
urban background (56.1%). Of the total 41 subjects with Ig
A anti-tTG antibody titre >100; 16 (36.02%) had partial
villous atrophy, whereas4 (9.76%) has subtotal or total
villous atrophy. After anemia, the most common clinical
feature in subjects were diarrhea (53.66%), abdominal
distention (29.26%), vomiting (14.63%), pain abdomen
(9.76%) and edema (7.3%). On evaluation of biopsy, most
39.02 % subjects had partial villous atrophy (Marsh stage
3a), followed by (36.59%) with infiltration of the lamina
propria with lymphocytes (Marsh stage 1) followed by36
(87.8%) had iron deficiency anemia (IDA). In subjects
with IDA, 47.22% had stage 1, whereas 34.15% had stage
3a dystrophy. 4 out of 5 subjects developing megaloblastic
anemia were from Marsh stage III a & III b suggesting that
more extensive & severe celiac disease only affects the
vitamin B12 & folate absorption.
DISCUSSION
13

(25%)
(14.71%)

<10

10-100

>100

IgA Anti-tTG antibody titre
17

Western (Walker Smith 13.5%) vs Indian
literature(Thapa et al 100%, Patwari et al 100%, Poddar et
al 84%)14-16 suggest higher incidence of anemia at time of
diagnosis of CD in India. Thapa et al has reported that all
patient (n=150) have anemia at the time of presentation
(100%). Anemia has been reported in 38-89% newly
diagnosed CD subjects worldwide, whereas late diagnosis
& more severe ileal involvement can be attributed to more
incidence of anemia (IDA & megaloblastic) in developing
countries like India at time of diagnosis. The delay in
diagnosis is attributed to infection as a cause of chronic
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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diarrhea and lack of awareness in developing countries
like India. On other hand, the prevalence of CD in patients
with refractory IDA may be as high as 20%17. Clinicians
should consider CD as a possible cause of anemia in all
subjects with unexplained IDA, including menstruating
women, in Indian setup. Typical GI symptoms like
Chronic Diarrhea, vomiting & abdominal distention,
followed by anemia as common presentations in adulthood
presentation CD. Early diagnosis in urban patients may
have probably led to their higher distribution in our study
sample. In the present study, the major symptoms at
presentation were diarrhea, failure to thrive, abdominal
distension, while pain abdomen, 63.41% male subjects,
coincide with literature suggesting a higher male
predominance of disease. In our study, 12.2 % subjects
presented with Megaloblastic anemia. 8-41 % incidence
18,19
has been reported in literature . Thrombocytosis is more
common in CD than thrombocytopenia (29.27 vs 2.4%) as
20,21
also suggested by Croese J et al & Nelson EW et al .
Neutropenia has been reported in literature, is mainly
22
attributed to copper &folate deficiency (Fisgin T et al) .
Our study found that 7.32% of untreated CD patients had
prolongation of PT and these patients were also more
likely to present with anemia and abnormal iron proteins.
Similar results were shown by Cavallaro R et al23 (2004). A
low incidence of splenic dysfunction in our study (2.4%),
when compared to literature (19-21%)20 can be attributed
to the more precise use of scintigraphy and measurements
of the clearance of labeled heat damaged red cells by most
studies compared to use of PBF findings (Howell-Jolly
bodies, acanthocytes and target cells), which may not
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CONCLUSION
Celiac disease has clinically significant
hematological manifestations, which should be evaluated
& treated.
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ABSTRACT :
Background : Dengue is an important arboviral
disease in tropical countries. It is one of the
commonest mosquito-transmitted diseases, second
only to malaria, and is spread by bite of Aedes
mosquito. Dengue virus has profound effect on
multiple organ systems, the commonest being the
liver. A wide spectrum of hepatic manifestations has
been described, ranging from mild elevation of serum
transaminases to acute liver failure. Dengue Fever
(DF) initiates the inflammatory responses leading to
liver parenchymal changes and causing release of
transaminases in circulation. We aim to assess the
frequency of hepatic involvement in Dengue fever,
pattern of hepatic enzymes alterations, and its impact
on the clinical outcome.
Methods : A Retrospective study was
conducted at Mahatma Gandhi Medical College &
Hospital, Jaipur, a tertiary care centre in northern
India, between January 2019 to October 2019. During
this period, 94 consecutive patients with dengue fever
who required hospitalization were included in the
study. All inpatients of age ≥ 14 years who had
history of acute fever, positive dengue NS1 Antigen /
IgM Antibody and whose Liver Function Tests were
done, were included in the study.

Results : In our study, it was observed that all
the hepatic parameters were significantly different
between the three groups except S.Direct Bilirubin.
The S.Total Bilirubin (p = 0.0001), PT (p = 0.0001),
INR (p = 0.0001) were highest among the patients
with Dengue Shock Syndrome as compared to
patients with Dengue Fever and Dengue
Hemorrhagic Fever respectively. However, the
S.Total protein (p = 0.0001) and S.Albumin (p =
0.0001) were significantly lower among the patients
with Dengue Shock Syndrome as compared to
patients with Dengue Fever and Dengue
Hemorrhagic Fever. The transaminases elevations
were upto 5 times upper normal limit ULN in 41 (43.6
%) patients, between 5 to 10 times ULN in 23 (24.4
%) patients, between 10 to100 times ULN in 10
(10.63 %) patients and more than 100 times ULN in 7
(7.44%) patients. The mortality rate was 1.40 % in
patients with Dengue Fever, 10.52 % in patients with
Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever and 75.00 % in patients
with Dengue Shock Syndrome.
Conclusion : We conclude that majority of the
patients with dengue infection have hepatitis. Severe
hepatitis in dengue infection has got worse outcome
in terms of complications and mortality as compared
to mild to moderate hepatitis. Therefore severe
hepatitis can be considered as a bad prognostic
indicator of outcome in dengue infection.
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INTRODUCTION :
Dengue is an important arboviral disease in
tropical countries. It is one of the commonest
mosquito-transmitted diseases, second only to
malaria, and is spread by bite of Aedes mosquito1.
Globally Dengue is an epidemic in tropical and
subtropical areas, affecting around 50 million
persons; of this 0.5 million develop dengue
hemorrhagic fever and around 20,000 deaths occur
every year2.
Dengue virus has profound effect on multiple
organ systems, the commonest being the liver. A wide
spectrum of hepatic manifestations has been
described, ranging from mild elevation of serum
transaminases to acute liver failure2. The involvement
of liver in dengue fever is not uncommon as reported
in literature since 19703. In the Liver Function Tests
(LFT) most common abnormality seen is elevated
transaminases (70-90 %) which are involved in amino
acid metabolism. Dengue Fever (DF) initiates the
inflammatory responses leading to liver parenchymal
changes and causing release of transaminases in
6
circulation . In approximately 90% of the patients
with DF, Aspartate Aminotransferase (AST) is higher
4,5
than the Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT) . We aim
to assess the frequency of hepatic involvement in
Dengue fever, pattern of hepatic enzymes alterations,
and its impact on the clinical outcome.
M AT E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S : A
Retrospective study was conducted at Mahatma
Gandhi Medical College & Hospital, Jaipur, a tertiary
care centre in northern India, between January 2019 to
October 2019. During this period, 94 consecutive
patients with dengue fever who required
hospitalization were included in the study. All
inpatients of age ≥ 14 years who had history of acute
fever, positive dengue NS1 Antigen / IgM Antibody
and whose Liver Function Tests were done, were
included in the study. We excluded those patients who
21

had underlying Chronic Liver Disease (CLD) or
known positive serology for viral hepatitis (HBsAg or
Anti-HCVAntibody) and those patients who had
concomitant malaria. Patients with mild
uncomplicated dengue fever who did not require
hospitalization were excluded from study. The
severity of dengue was defined using modified
categorization of WHO in 2012 which included
dengue with or without warning signs or severe
7
dengue .
A thorough clinical history was noted and
examination was done in all patients at the initial visit.
Blood samples were collected for Complete Blood
Count (CBC), Liver Function tests including Serum
Bilirubin, Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), Alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), Serum Total Protein, Serum
Albumin and Prothrombin Time-International
Normalised Ratio (PT-INR), Kidney Function Tests
including Serum Creatinine and Blood Urea, and
other test as and when needed. Data was collected on
predesigned proforma which included demographics,
clinical presentation, laboratory parameters and
outcome. A uniform management protocol was
followed which included antibiotics, stress ulcer
prophylaxis, monitoring and correction of blood
sugar levels, intravenous fluids as per protocol,
maintenance of mean arterial pressure >80 mm Hg
and other supportive treatment.
RESULTS : The baseline characteristics and
laboratory parameters of all dengue patients are
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. Majority (75.53
%, 71/94) of the patients were male, and the median
age (range) was 32 (12-78) years. Transaminases
elevation was seen in 81 (86.17 %) patients.
Interestingly, the AST showed greater elevation as
compared to ALT in majority (n=78, 82.97%) of
patients. The mean albumin was found to be 2.9±0.5.
The median INR was 1.3 (0.9-5.2). The median
Platelet count was 50000 (1000-295000).
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of all patients
(n=94).

Table 2: Liver Function Tests (LFT) of all patients
(n=94).

Parameters

Total Patients (n=94)

Parameters

Total Patients (n=94)

Age, median (range)
(years)

32(12-78)

Bilirubin, median (range) mg/dl 0.81(0.14-9.02)

Male: Female

AST, median (range) IU/L

214 (26-21176)

71:23

ALT, median (range) IU/L

106(22-10260)

Hb, mean±SD gm/dl

11.3 ± 1.8

Transaminases not elevated 13(13.82 %)

PCV mean±SD

40.2 ± 7.4

AST Elevation

83(88.29 %)

TLC, median (range)
/mm3

4640 (1570-42752)

ALT Elevation

65(69.14 %)

AST/ALT ratio >1

78 (82.97 %)

Platelet count, median
(range) /mm3

50000 (1000-295000)

AST/ALT ratio <1

16 (17.03 %)

Albumin, mean±SD g/dl

2.9 ± 0.5

INR, median (range)

1.3 (0.9-5.2)

Normally distributed continuous variables are
expressed as mean (SD) and the continuous
variables with skewed distribution were expressed
as median (range). Categorical data are presented as
proportions.

Normally distributed continuous variables are expressed
as mean (SD) and the continuous variables with
skewed distribution were expressed as median (range).

98.60%
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

89.48%
75%

2.5%

Survival
Mortality

10.52%
1.40%
Dengue Fever

Dengue
Hemorrhagic
Fever

Dengue Shock
Syndrome

Figure 1 : Comparison of Survival rates among the different clinical types of Dengue Fever.
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Table 3: Comparison of patient characteristics and outcomes among the different clinical types of
Dengue Fever.
Parameters

Dengue Fever Dengue
Dengue Shock p- Value
(n= 71)
Hemorrhagic Syndrome
fever (n= 19) (n=4)

Age (years)

29.70±13.21

30.22±10.32

39.20±18.66

0.001

Hepatomegaly

19 (26.76 %)

6 (31.57 %)

2 (50.0 %)

0.0001

Peritoneal collection

22 (30.98 %)

13 (68.40 %)

4 (100.0%)

0.0001

S.Total Bilirubin, mean±SD* mg/dl

1.50±0.92

1.62±1.21

2.71±1.96

0.0001

S.Direct Bilirubin, mean±SD mg/dl

0.78±0.31

0.91±0.47

2.32±1.75

0.468

Not elevated

11 (15.49 %)

2(10.52 %)

0

Upto 5 x ULN#

37 (52.11 %)

3(15.78 %)

1 (25.00 %)

5-10 x ULN

15 (21.12 %)

7(36.84 %)

1 (25.00 %)

10-100 x ULN

6 (8.45 %)

4(21.05 %)

0

>100 x ULN

2 (2.81 %)

3(15.78 %)

2 (50.00 %)

S. Total protein, mean±SD g/dl

6.27±0.88

5.98±0.97

4.99±1.06

0.0001

S. Albumin, mean±SD g/dl

3.21±0.52

3.00±0.48

2.51±1.16

0.0001

PT, mean±SD seconds

16.42±2.31

15.91±3.12

25.19±9.66

0.0001

INR

1.21±0.82

1.45±0.51

2.03±1.51

0.0001

Mortality

1 (1.40 %)

2 (10.52 %)

3 (75.00 %)

0.0001

Transaminases elevation

*SD - Standard Deviation #ULN - Upper Limit of Normal
In our study, it was observed that all the hepatic
parameters were significantly different between the
three groups except S.Direct Bilirubin. The S.Total
Bilirubin (p = 0.0001), PT (p = 0.0001), INR (p =
0.0001) were highest among the patients with Dengue
Shock Syndrome as compared to patients with
Dengue Fever and Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever
respectively. However, the S.Total protein (p =
0.0001) and S.Albumin (p = 0.0001) were
significantly lower among the patients with Dengue
Shock Syndrome as compared to patients with
Dengue Fever and Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever.
23

6 of 94 (6.38 %) admitted dengue patients died.
The mortality rate was 1.40 % in patients with Dengue
Fever, 10.52 % in patients with Dengue Hemorrhagic
Fever and 75.00 % in patients with Dengue Shock
Syndrome.
The transaminases elevations were upto 5 times
upper normal limit ULN in 41 (43.6 %) patients,
between 5 to 10 times ULN in 23 (24.4 %) patients,
between 10 to100 times ULN in 10 (10.63 %) patients
and more than 100 times ULN in 7 (7.44%) patients.
DISCUSSION : Dengue is an endemic
mosquito transmitted arboviral disease threatening
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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3.6 billion persons and affecting around 50 million
people in 128 tropical and subtropical countries
8
around world annually . Dengue can present as mild
self-limiting illness DF, or as dengue hemorrhagic
fever (DHF) and dengue shock syndrome (DSS)9. The
severe dengue fever which includes DHF and DSS
has evidence of plasma leakage, bleeding and organ
impairment. Dengue was initially believed to be a
disease of childhood but now nearly similar
incidences have been seen in older age group. In our
study, patients’ age varied from 12-78 years with
median age being 32 years. Many studies from southeast Asia suggest that males are more affected than
females in DF/ DHF inpatients, which may be linked
to a gender bias in health seeking behavior. In our
study also, 75.53 % of patients were male.
Deranged liver functions are common in
patients with dengue infection due to direct attack on
liver cells or unregulated host immune response
against the virus10. Hence measurement of AST and
ALT are mandatory to see the liver involvement. In
our study deranged liver functions were an important
feature in patients with dengue infection. 86.17% of
the patients in our study had elevated transaminases
levels . Wong et al reported that AST abnormality was
predominantly higher as compared to ALT; 91% and
72% respectively, which is consistent with our
study10. Souza et al also reported the similar trend of
AST/ALT in dengue fever but with much lower level
11
as compared to our population . This difference can
be explained on the basis that in our study all patients
were inpatients while in their study all the patients
were outpatients with less severe disease.
Furthermore a study from Asia pacific region
(Taiwan) by Kuo et al has shown approximately 90%
of the AST abnormality in dengue patients which is
12
consistent with our study . We can assume that
reasons for higher ALT or AST levels in our
population are either due to more virulent strain of
dengue infection or virus is more hepatotoxic.
Therefore further studies are required to highlight the
possible hepatotropic nature of this virus as well as
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

virulence and type of virus.
CONCLUSION :
We conclude that majority of the patients with
dengue infection have hepatitis. Severe hepatitis in
dengue infection has got worse outcome in terms of
complications and mortality as compared to mild to
moderate hepatitis. Therefore severe hepatitis can be
considered as a bad prognostic indicator of outcome
in dengue infection. Though majority of the patients
had self resolving course of illness but they can be
potential candidates for acute fulminant hepatic
failure. Dengue fever should be considered when
liver functions are deranged apart from routine
hepatotropic viruses. Further studies are required to
establish the fact whether liver injury is due to
hepatotropic nature of the virus or due to
immunologic injury.
LIMITATION : The number of patients with
Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever and Dengue Shock
Syndrome were very few.
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ABSTRACT
Background
High maternal mortality in India has long been a
major concern and indicator of poor health care
utilisation in the country. To overcome this and to
provide better health care at grass root level the
government of India launched various schemes.
In 2005, ‘Janani Suraksha Yojna’ (JSY) a
conditional cash transfer scheme was launched that
improved the number of institutional deliveries.
However, it was found that the utilisation was
not as desired due to out of pocket expenditures,
transport and diagnostic expenditures. To overcome
this, ‘Janani Shishu Suraksha Yojna’ was launched in
2011 that provided free services including delivery,
transport, drugs , diagnostics , no cost meals.The State
Government of Rajasthan launched JSSY in
September 12, 2011 across 33 districts with the aim of
reducing MMR and IMR
The Government of Rajasthan launched the
‘MUKHYAMANTRI NISHULK JANCH YOJNA’
(MNJY)- Scheme for Free Basic Diagnostic Services
at Public Health Institutions in Rajasthan in April
2013 (phase 1 from April 7,2013)
Materials And Methods
This retrospective study was conducted in
Zenana Hospital, attached to SMS Hospital, a tertiary
care centre in Rajasthan. Our aimwas to assessimpact

of the JSSY and MNJY schemes on diagnostics in
terms of utilisation of ultrasound. Retrospectively
data was collected after approval from institutional
ethical committee from the office record and it was
analysed for any significant change in number and
trend.
Results
We found that a steady increase in the total
number of ultrasounds was seen from 2008-2018,
however, a sharp increase in the number was very
evident after implementation of the scheme on the
graph. The total increase is 181%. This clearly depicts
the impact of successful implementation of the
programme. As ultrasound requires availability of
equipment, resources and specialist doctor this is a
good indicator of actual impact of the schemes.
INTRODUCTION
High maternal mortality in India has long been a
major concern and indicator of poor health care
utilisation in the country.1 To overcome this and to
provide better health care at grass root level the
government of India launched various schemes. In
2005, ‘Janani Suraksha Yojna’ (JSY) a conditional
cash transfer scheme was launched that improved the
number of institutional deliveries.2 However, it was
found that the utilisation was not as desired due to out
of pocket expenditures, transport and diagnostic
2,3
expenditures.
To overcome this, ‘Janani Shishu
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Suraksha Yojna’ was launched in 2011 that provided
free services including delivery, transport, drugs,
4
diagnostics, no cost meals. The State Government of
Rajasthan launched JSSY in September 12, 2011
across 33 districts with the aim of reducing MMR and
IMR .
The Government of Rajasthan launched the
‘MUKHYAMANTRI NISHULK JANCH YOJNA’
(MNJY)- Scheme for Free Basic Diagnostic Services
at Public Health Institutions in Rajasthan in April
2013 (phase 1 from April 7, 2013) with the aim to
strengthen the existing laboratories and other
diagnostic facilities create additional facilities if
required, in all the public health institutions so as to
provide the essential diagnostic services free of cost
to all patients visiting government hospitals and To
meet gaps and to provide adequately equipped quality
diagnostic services as package at various levels of
5
healthcare.
Our aim was to assess impact of the JSSY and
MNJY schemes on diagnostics in terms of utilisation
of ultrasound. Often it seen that intended services are
not able to reach the patients due to failure of
equipment, unavailability of resources or skilled
workforce. Ultrasound requires both equipment and
specialist doctor, hence this is a good indicator of
implementation of the program. The best indicator of
the success of a program is assessment of the actual
utilisation of the services.
This retrospective study was conducted in
Zenana Hospital, attached to SMS Hospital, a tertiary
care centre in Rajasthan. Post implementation of the
schemes, our hospital has been catering to round the
clock ultrasound both grayscale and colour doppler to
all patients free of cost under the schemes. As this is a
tertiary care centre catering to a large population and
as ultrasound needs availability of high- end
equipment and skilled doctor, this is a good indicator
of improvement in healthcare services and their
utilisation.
27

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This retrospective study was conducted in
Zenana Hospital, attached to SMS Hospital, a tertiary
care centre in Rajasthan. Our aimwas to assessimpact
of the JSSY and MNJY schemes on diagnostics in
terms of utilisation of ultrasound. Retrospectively
data was collected after approval from institutional
ethical committee from the office record and it was
analysed for any significant change in number and
trend.
RESULTS :
Retrospectively collected data was analysed
from the office record and it revealed the following :
Graph 1 is showing a steady increase in the total
number of ultrasounds done, a sharp increase in the
number is very evident after implementation of the
scheme on the graph. The increase is 181%. Graph 2
depicts the total number of antenatal scans done in our
institute. 58.48% increase is noted from 2013 to 2018
in the number of antenatal ultrasounds being
performed. Graph 3 depicts the age group of the
antenatal patients coming to us for ultrasound. The
highest number of pregnancies were seen in the age
group 18-25 years, followed by 26-35 years of age.
Graph 4 is depicting the trimester in which the
antenatal scan was performed. There is an overall
increase in the number of ultrasounds in all trimesters,
however the third trimester remains the most scanned
trimester. Graph 5 is depicting the number of children
of the females coming for antenatal scanning. Highest
number of females coming for antenatal scanning
were primipara, followed by those having 1 previous
live child, 2 previous live children and so on. Graph 6
here is depicting the number of previous live female
children of the pregnant mothers. As we can see
majority of the females coming for antenatal scanning
had no female child before, followed by 1 previous
female child and 2 female children before.
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Graph 1 : Graph showing the total annual number
of ultrasound done (y axis) in each year (x-axis)

Graph 3 : Graph showing the total annual number of
ultrasound done (y axis) in each year (x-axis)
according to different age groups.
Table 2 : Showing the total annual number of ultrasound
done each year according to different age groups

Graph 2 : Graph showing the total annual number of
antenatal ultrasound done (y axis) in each year (x-axis)

Year

<18

18-25

26-35

36-45

>45yrs

2012

44

6063

1922

53

1

2013

123

28656

8712

22

1

2014

446

31606

12091 3331

1

2015

445

36870

14332 375

2

2016

371

39161

15805 442

6

2017

466

40862

17433 538

9

2018

406

39432

19324 601

10

Table 1 : Table showing the total annual no of
ultrasound done.
Year Total number of ultrasound done in pregnancy
2012

8083

2013

37715

2014

44475

2015

52024

2016

55785

2017

59308

2018

59773
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Graph 4 : showing the total annual number of ultrasound
done (y axis) in each year (x-axis) in eacg trimester.
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Table 3 : Table showing the total annual number of
ultrasound done each year in each trimester.
Year

First
trimester

Second
trimester

Third
trimester

2012

5664

1085

1334

2013

5425

12722

19568

2014

7268

12956

24257

2015

8623

14887

28514

2016

9723

15792

30270

2017

10782

16968

31558

2018

10564

17194

32015

Graph 6 : showing the total number of previous live
female children of the pregnant motherscoming for
ultrasound and total annual no of ultrasound in each
group (y axis) in each year (x-axis)
Table 5 : showing the total number of previous live
female children of the pregnant mothers coming for
ultrasound and total annual no of ultrasound in each
group

Graph 5 : Showing the total number of children of the
pregnant lady coming for ultrasound and total annual no
of ultrasound in each group (y axis) in each year (x-axis)

Table 4 : Table showing the total number of children
of the pregnant lady coming for ultrasound and total
annual no of ultrasound in each group
Year

0

1

2

3

4

5

>5

2012

5505

1751

648

141

30

6

2

2013 23029 9995

3719 761

159 40 12

2014 23084 14678 5307 1140 217 38 11
2015 27009 17150 6145 1424 243 38 15
2016 28789 18203 6967 1430 310 72 14
2017 30284 19631 7524 1444 341 78

6

2018 31123 19458 7326 1456 324 63 23
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Year

0

1

2

3

4

5

>5

2012

6485

1094

401

82

17

2

2

2013 28274 6795

2107 428

79

23

9

2014 30770 9990

2941 635

112 23

4

2015 36078 11563 3455 770

131 15 12

2016 38521 12453 3779 805

174 44

9

2017 40669 13413 4163 819

197 44

3

2018 41680 12851 4143 850

198 34 17

DISCUSSION
Several studies have been conducted to assess
impact of JSSY and its implementation, however
these studies have been in terms of institutional
deliveries.
Kakkad et al in 2014 studied retrospectively the
effect of JSSK scheme on work load, availability of
expensive treatment modality and effect on outcome
by comparing one year time period between SEP2011 to AUG 2012 (pre-JSSK year) and SEP-2012 to
AUG–2013 (post-JSSK) and found that After JSSK
scheme institutional deliveries increased by 20.32%
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and registered deliveries by 20.77%. NICU
admission rate was increased by 21.96% with a
significant increase in preterm admission by 86.89%.
They concluded that JSSK is successful in raising the
number of institutional deliveries, booked obstetric
practiceand improved access to level III NICU care
resulting in a significant decrease in preterm mortality
6
rates.
Mondal J et al in 2015, assessed the awareness of
recently delivered women regarding JSSK in a cross
sectional study on 210 women who delivered babies
in bankura, west Bengal and found that Gaps existed
in the awareness of beneficiaries regarding
entitlement under JSSK. Drugs and transport were
two major causes of out-of-pocket expenditure in
public health facilities.They also estimated the cost of
institutional delivery and found Median cost of
normal delivery in a private facility (INR 2750.0) was
3.6 times of that in a government facility (INR 765.0).
Median direct cost of caesarean section (CS) in a
government facility (INR 1100.0) was nearly onefifteenth of that in a private facility (INR 16,350.0)7
U Mahala et al in 2017 studied the impact of the
Janani Shishu Suraksha Yojana (JSSY) initiative on
maternal health in terms of the number of prenatal
checkup registrations, institutional deliveries, and
maternal deaths retrospectively in a tertiary care
centre in rajasthan and found increase in the mean
number of prenatal outpatient department
registrations and institutional deliveries following the
implementation of JSSY. They concluded that JSSY
appeared to be an effective program in improving
maternal health; use of prenatal care and institutional
8
deliveries increased following its implementation.
This study assesses impact of implementation of
JSSY and MNJY on improving diagnostics especially
ultrasound. As ultrasound needs availability of high
end equipment and skilled doctor, this is a good
indicator of improvement in healthcare services and
their utilisation.
Graph 1 is showing a steady increase in the total
number of ultrasounds done, a sharp increase in the
number is very evident after implementation of the
scheme on the graph. The increase is 181%. This
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

clearly depicts the impact of successful
implementation of the programme. The best indicator
of the success of a program is assessment of the actual
utilisation of the services. Many a times, intended
services are not able to reach the patients due to failure
of equipment, unavailability of resources or skilled
workforce. Ultrasound requires both equipment and
specialist doctor, hence this is a good indicator of
implementation of the program.
Graph 2 depicts the total number of antenatal
scans done in our institute. 58.48% increase is noted
from 2013 to 2018 in the number of antenatal
ultrasounds being performed. Ultrasound is one of the
important antenatal investigations, as it identifies
high risk pregnancies like multifetal gestation, molar
pregnancy, pre-eclampsia etc and potential
complications like haemorrhage due to placenta
previa, succenturiate lobe etc. Better and not only
easily available but also free of cost diagnostics play
an important role in reducing the maternal mortality
of the country. As the schemes aimed at providing
better services, this is an indirect indicator of good
implementation of the scheme.
Graph 3 here depicts the age group of the
antenatal patients coming to us for ultrasound. The
highest number of pregnancies were seen in the age
group 18-25 years, followed by 26-35 years of age.
There is a steady increase in the number of
pregnancies in both these age groups over the years
however the 18-25 years age group remains the
highest in number. Although there is no change in the
overall trend but number of <18year pregnancies have
increased slightly which points towards a better
awareness and implementation of health
programmes.
Graph 4 is depicting the trimester in which the
antenatal scan was performed. There is an overall
increase in the number of ultrasounds in all trimesters,
however the third trimester remains the most scanned
trimester. This indicates females coming to the
tertiary centre mostly near term. First and second
trimester are scanned lesser number of times than
third trimester, however there is a definite steady
overall increase.
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Graph 5 is depicting the number of children of
the females coming for antenatal scanning. Highest
number of females coming for antenatal scanning
were primipara, followed by those having 1 previous
live child, 2 previous live children and so on. Over the
years we can see that there is an overall increase in the
number of scans, but the trend remains the same.
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There is an increase of 181% in the total number
of ultrasounds in our institute in 10years with a sharp
increase after implementation of scheme. In the
number of antenatal ultrasounds since 2013 we have
noted an increase of 58.48%. With this we can
conclude that the schemes have been successful at
their aim of providing services, especially diagnostics
free of cost and 24 hour to the patients.
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Epidemiological Investigation of the Jaundice Outbreak in Qurecian Mohalla,
Sikar City (Rajasthan), India, 2011-12
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ABSTRACT :
Introduction : Jaundice secondary to hepatitis
A, E and leptospirosis is a serious concern for public
health authorities. The prevailing environmental
conditions in India are conducing of its spread within
no time in the community through feco-oral route.
Prompt identification of the source and immediate
control measures are needed for immediate benefit
and investigation of pattern or epidemiological trends
of outbreaks for long term benefits.
Methods : Data collected by house to house
field survey, IDSP reports; laboratory and
environmental investigation report were analysed for
trends, attack rate and relative risk in exposed and
unexposed population.
Observation And Conclusion : A total of 163
cases were reported during 2nd October 2011 to 15th
January 2012, out of them 150 were from affected
areas (ward No. 23, 24) and 13 cases were from area
adjacent to affected area (ward 31). Maximum
number of cases (127) were found in ward 24 (Attack
rate was 39.53/1000. Seventeen out of 22 (72%)
randomly selected blood samples for microbiological
analysis were positive for the hepatitis E IgM
antibody, 9.09% (2/22) for the hepatitis A IgM
antibody. Male cases were significantly higher than

female cases. The commonest age group affected was
15-44 years. The probable reasons identified for
current outbreaks were: breached waterline at several
sites (done by residents of locality to get more water),
interrupted water supply, overflowing drains, new
sewer line in close proximity of waterline.
Majority of the patients were seeking treatment
from private hospitals hence missed by Government
System and could not be detected early; it is therefore
recommended to take more private hospitals and
laboratories in loop of IDSP reporting. Hepatitis E
was the cause behind majority (72%) of cases but
Hepatitis A was also detected in 10% of adult cases
indicating, age shifting trend of Hepatitis A.
Key-words : Outbreak, Jaundice, Hepatitis E
and A, Rajasthan, India.
INTRODUCTION :
Jaundice secondary to hepatitis A, E and
leptospirosis is a serious concern for public health
authorities in India. The prevailing environmental
conditions are conducing of its spread within no time
1-5
in the community through feco-oral route . Prompt
identification of the source and immediate control
measures are needed for immediate benefit and
investigation of pattern or epidemiological trends of
outbreaks for long term benefits.
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Most of the jaundice outbreaks were caused by
hepatitis E in previous years; hepatitis A usually does
not cause outbreaks in adults and remains
asymptomatic5. Pattern of incubation period and
associated mortality are also slightly different in
hepatitis A and E. Hepatitis A virus has relatively
shorter incubation period (3-4 weeks versus 2-9
weeks) and lower mortality rate (0.1% versus 1%)
6
than hepatitis E virus . Recent exposures revealed a
change in pattern of HAV from asymptomatic
childhood infection to an increased incidence of
disease in adults thus leading to a possibility of HAV
outbreak in adult population too7-10. The recognition of
early warning signals, timely investigation, and
application of specific control measures can contain
11
the outbreak and prevent death .

analysed using Microsoft excel 2007. The total
population of affected area was 11882. The district
IDSP report on acute viral hepatitis was referred to
confirm the outbreak.
Laboratory Methods:
Seventy five blood samples were collected by
District rapid response team and tested for Serum
Bilirubin at private laboratory of the area. Blood
samples of 22 randomly selected patients were tested
for hepatitis A, B, C, and E antibodies at SMS Medical
College laboratory. Four water samples were sent to
PHED laboratory.
Environmental Investigation
Information regarding any public gathering and
exposure to outside food during August to September
2011 was collected and available blueprint of the
water supply pipelines and drains was examined by
the state team in consultation with water works and
municipal department.

The current outbreak of jaundice occurred in
Querecian Mohalla of Sikar city Rajasthan. District
authorities came to know about it from local
newspaper on 3rd Dec 2011. A team consisting of
faculty of Community Medicine, Paediatric and
Medicine of SMS Medical College Jaipur
investigated this outbreak to identify the causative
agent, the source of infection and to propose
immediate and future actions.

Similar information from areas (W.N. 31)
adjoining to the affected areas were also collected for
comparative analysis.

Descriptive Epidemiology

Observations

A house to-house search for cases were started in
Querecian Mohalla (ward no. 23, 24) and areas
adjacent to it (Ward No. 31) by district rapid response
team on 3rd Dec 2011, following news report. The
IDSP case definition was used for survey – ‘a person
of any age and sex, having fever, vomiting, abdominal
pain, with yellow colour in eyes and urine’. Persons
who developed these symptoms after September
2012 (at the beginning of August 2011 and onwards)
were considered probable cases. The last case was
detected on 15th January 2012 but the search was
continued up to February 2012 to cover at least one
incubation period after the last case detected.
Information regarding the date of onset, age, sex,
place of residence, was collected on structured
format. Time place and person characteristics of cases

A total of 163 clinically positive cases were
reported during 2nd October 2011 to 15th January
2012 from all three wards No. 23, 24 and 31. Out of
them 150 cases were from affected area (ward 23, 24)
and 13 cases were from area adjacent to affected area.
Attack rate was higher among population of affected
than non-affected areas ((20.4 vs 2.86/1000), relative
risk being 7.1). (2=60.693 at df 1, p< 0.01). There
was an initial cluster in the last week of October
followed by a high peak from 6th Nov to 11 December
2011. The last case was reported on 15th January 2012
(Figure 1). 75 blood samples of probable cases from
affected area were collected by district Rapid
Response Team before state epidemiological team
arrived. Majority (66 out of 75) of them showed raised
serum bilirubin level. 22 samples were randomly
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selected by state epidemiological team for
microbiological analysis. 72.3% of these samples
(17/22) turned to be positive for the hepatitis E IgM
antibody, 9.09% (2/22) for the hepatitis A IgM
antibody and 18% (3/22) were negative for both.
Maximum cases (127) were detected from ward 24
(Quresian Mohalla) (attack rate 39.53/1000) (Table 1).
There was a significant difference in attack rate
among male and female. More males (102) were
affected than females (61), (Attack rate 16.3 vs
10.8/1000) (P<0.05). The disease affected all the age
groups but 15-44 years of age group was affected
most with an attack rate of 22.9/ 1000, (2=50.405 with
4 df, P=0.000) (Table 2). There was no death due to
the disease and no pregnant women got affected. The
past occurrence of viral hepatitis as per the IDSP data
ranged from 0.0 to 1.8 per 1000 in the Sikar city
during 2009.
The state team had observed that the main
source of water supply in the area is municipal tap
water for 1-2 hrs in the morning. Low pressure
compelled locals to connect boosters in waterline
illegally making it prone for leakage. Moreover, in the
end of August 2011 water works changed supply from
old to a new high pressure tank situated in opposite
direction. Sewer line was laid down in the area last
year. Waterlines were 50 years old and ill maintained.
Blue prints of sewer line and water line showed close
proximity of the two lines. There were overflowing
drains in the area and complaints of foul smelling

water supply were received for last 3-4 months.
Although residual chlorine was found in all water
samples collected during outbreak investigation but it
is probably because of immediate super chlorination
by water works department after notification of the
outbreak.
Other possible sources had been ruled out. The
timing of getting contaminated water supply
coincided with the probable time period during which
the possible exposure took place.
IMMEDIATE CONTROL MEASURES
1.

Case management-Teams of doctors, technician
and health workers were relocated in the
community to manage cases

2.

Efforts were done to motivate people to use
boiled water for drinking. Community was
made aware through pamphlets and personal
communication regarding food, water and hand
hygiene. State team recommended use of
chlorine tablets and alternative water supply
through tankers till leakage is repaired.

3.

Super chlorination of PHED water supply.

4.

Regular daily rapid survey to identify new cases
till two incubation period from the last case.

FOLLOW UP MEASURES:
5.

Repairing of leakages of water supply.

6.

Ensuring regular Chlorination of PHED water
reservoirs.

Table-1: Sex wise and Area wise Attack Rate
WARD

Male
AR/ 1000 Female AR/ 1000 Total
cases/
Male cases/total female Pop
total Male
Female

Total No. AR/1000
of cases
(%)

Affected Group W.N. 23

16 / 2188

7.3

7 / 2010

3.4

4130

23 (14.0)

5.6

Affected Group W.N. 24

76 / 1702

44.7

51 / 1546

33.0

3212

127 (77.4)

39.53

Non- affected Group W.N.31

10 / 2356

4.2

3 /2080

1.4

4540

13 (08.5)

2.86

Total

102 / 6246

16.3

61 / 5636

10.8

11880 163 (100)

13.7

Z = 2.786, P<0.005) for sex,
X2= 6.240 with 1 df p=0.01
Note : No case was reported from any other ward during this period
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Table 2 : Age wise Attack Rate
Age groups

No. of cases
(%)

Attack Rate/
1000 Pop.

0-4 Yr.

(n=356)

2 (1.22%)

5.6

5-9 Yr.

(n=1426)

13 (8.54%)

9.1

10-14 Yr.

(n=3326)

29 (17.68%)

8.7

15-44 Yr.

(n=4755)

109 (66.46%)

22.9

44 above

(2019)

10 (6.10%)

3.5

Total

(11882)

163(100%)

13.8

Figure 1 : Time distribution of cases: point source
outbreak

might have been overlooked by the system and
patients might have consulted private doctors. None
of the private hospitals catering to the community
were in loop of IDS, hence missed the unusual
occurrence of jaundice cases in time.
More emphasis should be given to IDSP, data
needs to be collected timely, regularly, completely
and analysed for timely action to avoid such
outbreaks. Since majority of the patients were seeking
treatment from private hospitals, it’s important to take
more private hospitals and laboratories in loop of
IDSP reporting. The presence of Hepatitis A in 10% of
adult cases (though Hepatitis E was still the cause
behind 72% of cases) indicates changing trend.
Acknowledgement : we acknowledge the
support of district IDSP team, PHED Department and
Microbiology department of S.M.S. Medical College,
Jaipur.
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DISCUSSION CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS :
The load of cases was more than ten times of the
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Overflowing drains, interrupted water supply,
new sewer line in close proximity of waterline and
habit of locals to take illegal water connections with
use of booster might have resulted in intermixing of
drinking water with sewer water somewhere in
August, 2011
Outbreak was reported by news paper before
system could notice it! Initial non specific symptoms
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ABSTRACT
Background : Foetal biometry with the help of
ultrasound scanning provides the most reliable and
important information about the foetal growth and
wellbeing. Foetal wellbeing is assessed on ultrasound
using biometric parameters like biparietal diameter,
femur length, abdominal circumference and head
circumference to calculate the effective foetal weight.
Amongst the available standards, no single
ultrasound-based model is applicable to all
populations. There is a significant discrepancy in the
biometric parameters of Indian population when
compared with the western standards. Many studies
have highlighted differences in foetal growth patterns
between Indian and other populations and have
observed that Indian foetuses have lower birth weight
and are smaller in all body measurements
Method : This prospective study was conducted
to formulate targeted population based foetal
biometric parameters and corresponding reference
foetal growth charts, BPD, HC, FL and AC in all
normal pregnancies from 14 weeks to term gestation
were recorded after taking written and informed
consent.
Patients with Maternal illness like diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, severe anaemia, maternal
cardiac illness, maternal infections, Pregnancy

complications like PIH, oligohydramnios,
polyhydramnios, IUGR, Multifetal gestation,
Pregnancy with anomalous foetus, LMP not
confirmed were not included in the formulation of
charts. The values thus obtained were compared and
analysed.
Results : The foetuses in north India are falling
short of the western standards especially in the later
trimester. The difference is slightly more marked for
AC than other parameters. This might be due to
nutritional factors, socio-economic factors,
environmental factors, racial and genetic factors. This
can lead to erroneous diagnosis of conditions like
IUGR, microcephaly. We propose cut off value for
diagnosis of microcephaly in north Indian population.
INTRODUCTION :
Foetal biometry with the help of ultrasound
scanning provides the most reliable and importantin
formation about the foetal growth and wellbeing. A
wealth of important and relevant factorsis gathered
covering the foetalanatomy, physiology and fatal
behaviour.
Foetal wellbeing is assessed on ultrasound using
biometric parameters like biparietal diameter (BPD),
femur length (FL), abdominal circumference (AC)
and head circumference (HC) to calculate the
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effective foetal weight. Doppler parameters are added
for assessing the in-utero environment.
Existing ultrasound-based foetal weight
estimation models have been shown to have high
errors when used in the Indian population1. There is a
significant discrepancy in the biometric parameters of
Indian population when compared with the western
standards.
Amongst the available standards, no single
ultrasound-based model is applicable to all
populations2. This discrepancy might be the result of
genetic, socio-economic, nutritional and racial
variations3-7. Available literature from different
populations points to the need of a targeted population
based biometric parameters for the most reliable
estimation of foetal wellbeing.
Use of existing standards in Indian population
has proved to have a high rate of error leading to an
erroneously high estimation of foetal intrauterine
8
growth restriction . Many studies have highlighted
differences in foetal growth patterns between Indian
and other populations and have observed that Indian
foetuses have lower birth weight and are smaller in all
4,9
body measurements . Thus, if practitioners
incorporate existing standards in formulating foetal
growth charts, overestimation of incidence of IUGR
and microcephaly is likely.
Recent outbreak of Zika virus in Jaipur,
Rajasthan led to need of accurate diagnosis of
microcephaly. Established western standards of
microcephaly may lead to overdiagnosis of
microcephaly in this population.
METHOD
This prospective study was conducted to
formulate targeted population based foetal biometric
parameters and corresponding reference foetal
growth charts.
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

BPD, HC, FL and AC in all normalpregnancies
from 14 weeks to term gestation were recorded after
taking written and informed consent.
Patients with Maternal illness like diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, severe anaemia, maternal
cardiacillness, maternal infections, Pregnancy
complications like PIH, oligohydramnios,
polyhydramnios, IUGR, Multifetal gestation,
Pregnancy with anomalous foetus, LMP not
confirmed were not included in the formulation of
charts.
Data collection was done after approval from the
ethical committee of the institute.
Routine ultrasound scan was done for all
patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria.
BPD, HC, FC, AC was calculated using
established guideline for proper measurement:
BPD : Maximum distance between the two
parietal bones taken from the leading edge of the skull
to the leading edge i.e. outer to inner at the level of the
10-12
cavum septum pellucidum .
HC : Same level at which the BPD, taken by
using the ellipsoid mode of the machine and adjusting
the elliptical callipers to the outer margin of the skull
13, 14
table .
AC : At the level where the umbilical vein enters
the left branch of portal vein; alternatively, a scan at a
slightly lower level showing a short segment of the
umbilical vein may be taken14, 15.
The outline of the abdomen should be as circular
as possible.
FL : Diaphysis from the greater trochanter
above to the lateral condyle below15-17.
LMP was recorded for each patient. Data thus
collected was compared to established Western
standards for each gestational week.
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Thereafter, 5th, 50th, 95th centileswere
formulated for the targeted population.

HC

Results
Foetal Biometric parameter from 2433 pregnant
females meeting the inclusion criteria were collected
and expressed as centiles for each week of gestation
for each of the studied foetal parameters and analysed.
The values thus obtained were compared to the
existing western standards.

Figure 3 : Graph showing obtained centile values of
Head Circumference

AC

Figure 1 : Graph showing obtained centile values
of Bipareital Diameter

Figure 4 : Graph showing obtained centile values of
Abdominal Circumference

These charts show the 5th, 50th, and 95th centiles
in North Indian populationfor each of the foetal
biometric parameters. (Fig-1-4)
The 50th percentile thus obtained in the North
Indian population by us were then compared with the
existing western standards(Hadlock reference
values). (Fig 5-8)

Figure 2 : Graph showing obtained centile values
of Femur Leangth
Figure 5 : Comparison of 50th centile of Indian and
Western standards of Bipareital Diameter
39
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Also, in view of the recent outbreak of Zika
virus, it had become important to correctly diagnose
microcephaly. Therefore, we propose <3rd percentile
of these HC values as a lower limit for diagnosis of
microcephaly in our north Indian population. (Fig 9 &
Table 1)
Table 1 : Centile values of head circumferences

Figure 6 : Comparison of 50th centile of Indian and
Western standards of Femur Leangth

Figure 7 : Comparison of 50th centile of Indian and
Western standards of Abdominal Circumference

Figure 8 : Comparison of 50th centile of Indian and
Western standards of Head Circumference

The foetuses in north India as is evident on the
graphs are falling short of the western standards
especially in the later trimester. The difference is
slightly more marked for AC than other parameters.
This might be due to nutritional factors, socioeconomic factors, environmental factors, racial and
genetic factors. Blanket parameters established for
western population may not cater to all populations.
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
Microalbuminuria : A New Biomarker for Cardiovascular
Risk Among Stable COPD
Ajith Kumar MS*, Mohammed Javed Qureshi**, Manish Kumar Bairva***,
S.P. Agnihotri****, Aashish Kumar Singh*****

ABSTRACT
Background : Cardiovascular disease is one of
the major causes of mortality in COPD patients.
Microalbuminuria (MAB) has strong association
with cardiovascular events and death as it reflects
generalized endothelial vascular dysfunction and is
also considered as a marker of systemic
inflammation. Objectives of the study are-(a)To
assess the prevalence of MAB in stable COPD
patients. (b) To find out the relationship of
microalbuminuria with clinical and physiological
parameters in COPD patients.
Methods : This comparative cross-sectional
study was carried out on COPD patients attending
Outpatient department of Respiratory Medicine,
Institute of Respiratory Diseases, SMS Medical
College, Jaipur during the year 2018–2019. 40 stable
COPD patients and 40 healthy controls were enrolled
in the study. Spot urinary albumin/ creatinine ratio,
smoking history, spirometry, arterial blood gas
analysis, body mass index, kidney function tests and
BODE index were assessed.
Results : Out of 40 cases and 40 controls,
23(56%) and 4(10%) had MAB respectively. There
was a negative correlation between FEV1, PaO2
levels and 6 MWD with MAB levels. There was a
positive correlation between BODE Index and
mMRC grading with MAB levels.

Conclusion : COPD patients should be screened
regularly with MAB to determine the risk of/and
progression of cardiovascular consequences so that
adequate decision of interventional strategies can be
taken out to prolong survival in COPD patients.
Keywords-COPD, MAB, systemic inflammation,
cardiovascular events, strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD) is the fourth leading cause of death in the
world but is expected to be the 3rd leading cause of
death by 20201. The pathological mechanisms and
clinical manifestations of COPD are not only
restricted to pulmonary inﬂammation and airway
remodeling but also over the last decade it has been
increasingly recognized as a systemic disease2. The
best recognized systemic manifestations of COPD
include systemic inﬂammation, cardiovascular
comorbidities, cachexia, muscle dysfunction,
osteoporosis, anemia, depression and anxiety.
Cardiovascular disease is a major cause of
mortality in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), particularly in patients with mild to
3
moderate severity . Cardiovascular conditions that
have been reported to occur with a greater frequency
in patients with COPD are coronary artery disease
(CAD), heart failure (HF), peripheral vascular
disease (PVD), and arrhythmias.
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The discovery of novel biomarkers helps
identify cardiovascular risk in patients with COPD.
Ideally, the biomarker should be inexpensive,
noninvasive, and easily assessable. Microalbuminuria
(MAB) is one such biomarker. It is a sensitive marker
of cardiovascular risk4. Researchers hypothesize that
microalbuminuria leads to hemodynamic strain and
instability which thenleads to atherosclerotic process
and eventually leads to adverse cardiovascular events
such as Congestive Heart Failure, Acute Coronary
Syndrome, Myocardial Infarction, Stroke etc.
In COPD, Hypoxia induces endothelial cells to
release a number ofdifferent vasoactive agents
including endothelin-1, platelet derived growth factor
(PDGF), nitric oxide; that causes endothelial injury
and lead to microalbuminuria. Limited number of
studies that have investigated the presence of MAB
among COPD patients reported a high prevalence in
both acute exacerbations and alsoin stable state5-8.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The present study consisted of 40 stable COPD
patients and 40 healthy controls of either sex, aged
between 40 to 80 years who attended the
outpatientdepartment of the Respiratory Medicine,
IRD, SMS Medical college, Jaipur from July 2018 to
June 2019. COPD patients and healthy controls for
this study were randomly selected.
Patients were excluded based on the following
criteria: (i) Pre-existing renal disease (ii) Acute
exacerbation COPD (iii) Presence of
Macroalbuminuria (UACR>300 mg/gm) (iv)
Diabetes mellitus (v) Cardiovascular disease (vi)
Other Respiratory diseases such as asthma, interstitial
lung diseases,acute lung infections, lung malignancy
(vii) Urinary tract infections. The control group
consisted of apparently healthy volunteers with
normal spirometry. Approval of the Institutional
Ethical Committee was taken prior to the study.
Patients were examined clinically and
radiologically to establish the diagnosis of COPD as
9
per GOLD guidelines . Routine blood investigations,
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Serum protein, Serum albumin and Urine microscopy,
Chest x-ray, Spirometry, Electrocardiogram, 6minute walk test, Arterial blood gas analysiswas done
in all the participants. Body mass index (BMI) was
calculated by measuring weight and height. Exercise
capacity was assessed by 6-minute walk distance
(6MWD) test according to American Thoracic
10
Society (ATS) guidelines . Dyspnea was assessed
based on modified British Medical Research Council
(mMRC) dyspnea scale11. The multi-dimensional
BODE (body-mass index, airflow obstruction,
dyspnea and exercise) index was calculated.
LABORATORY METHODS
The microalbumin (MALB) detection method is
an in vitro diagnostic test based on a particle enhanced
turbidimetricinhibition immunoassay (PETINIA)
adapted to the Dimension Clinical Chemistry
System® that allows direct quantitation of albumin in
urine samples. MALB Flex reagent cartridge contains
a particle reagent (PR) consisting of synthetic
particles with human albumin bound to the surface
and aggregates of these particles are formed when a
monoclonal antibody (Ab) to human albumin is
introduced. Albumin present in the sample competes
with the particle for antibody, thereby decreasing the
rate of aggregation. Hence, the rate of aggregation is
inversely proportional to concentration of albumin
present in the sample, and the rate of aggregation was
measured using bichromaticturbidimetric reading at
340nm and 700nm. Creatinine levels were
determined by the Jaffe method and were adjusted for
sex and race using published formulae.
Urinary albumin/creatinine ratio was defined as
[urine albumin (mg)]/k [urine creatinine (g)], where k
represents a sex- and race-dependent correction
factor. Presence of MAB was defined as UACR
between 20-299 mg/g in men and 30-299 mg/g in
women12.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Correlation of different parameters used to
assess the clinical severity of COPD, like FEV1%,
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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BODE index, mMRC dyspnea grading, 6MWD and
PaO2 values with UACR (microalbumin) were
carried out using spearman’s correlation analysis on
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 16.0 software. One-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to compare the mean values of >2
sub-groups. p value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant in all analysis.
RESULTS
Out of 40 cases,35 were males. Majority of
cases(26) were seen over 50 years age contributing to
65% of the cases in cases group. Out of 40 controls, 36
were males.
Our study showed Microalbuminuria was
present in 23(57.5%) cases out of 40 in cases group,
while in controls, it was in 4 (10%) only. This
association was statistically significant between two
groups in our study.
Our study showed most of the cases in cases
group 19cases(47.5%) had FEV1 in the range of 50%
to 80% predicted; 14 cases (35%) in the range of 30%
to 50%; and 7 (17.5%) had FEV1 <30%. In the control
group, 36 (90%)had FEV1 >80% and 4 (10%) in the
range of 50% to 80%.
Table 1 depicts that the comparison of mean
value of PaO2, PaCO2, FEV1% predicted,
FEV1/FVC ratio, BODE index, 6MWD (meter) &
UACR (mg/g) were statistically significant whereas
the mean value of PaCO2 was statistically not
significant.
Table 2 depicts distribution of MAB with
severity of COPD. Majority of the cases had MAB in
severe and very severe COPD subgroup contributing
to 71.4% cases respectively among cases group.
Table 3 depicts that majority of cases(19) were
seen with FEV1 between 50% to 80% subgroup out of
which 8 had MAB with 2(10.5%) in the range of 51100 mg/g, 4 (21.0%) in the range of 101-150 mg/g and
2(10.5%) in the range of 151-200 mg/g. Similarly 25
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

cases were seen with BODE index 0-3 subgroup out
of which 12 had MAB with 2(8%) in the range 51-100
mg/g, 5 (20%) in the range of 101-150 mg/g and
5(20%) in the range of 151-200 mg/g. Likewise 14
cases were seen in PaO2 levels between 61-70 mmHg
subgroup out of which all 14 had MAB with 4
(28.57%) in the range of 101-150 mg/g, 8 (57.14%) in
the range of 151-200 mg/g and 2(14.2%) had in the
range of 201-300 mg/g. In the same manner 21 cases
were seen in dyspnea grade 2 mMRC subgroup out of
which 11 had MAB with 2(9.5%) in the range of 51100 mg/g, 4(19.04%) in the range of 101-150 mg/g
and 5 (23.80%) in the range of 151-200 mg/g.
Similarly 19 cases were seen in 6 MWD of > 500 m
subgroup out of which 8 had MAB with 2(10.5%) in
the range of 51-100 mg/g, 4(21.05%) had it between
101-150 mg/g and 2(10.5%) had in the range between
151-200 mg/g.There was a negative correlation
betweenFEV1%, PaO2 levels and 6 MWD with MAB
levels and there was a positive correlation between
BODE Index and mMRC grading with MAB levels
among the 40 cases.The difference in mean MAB
levels on one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
among subgroups of cases with FEV1(50% to 80%,
30% to 50% and <30%), BODE index (0-3, 4-6 and 710), PaO2(>80 mmHg, 71-80 mmHg, 61-70 mmHg
and 51-60 mmHg), Mmrc(grade 2, grade 3 and grade
4), 6MWD(>500m, 401-500 m, 301-400 m, and 201300 m) were statistically significant.
DISCUSSION
COPD is a multicomponent disease in which
structural and functional changes are seen in the lungs
and extra-pulmonary organs. Many different
inflammatory markers appear to be increased in the
serum of stable COPD patients.MAB is a sensitive
marker of cardiovascular risk and it has a stronger
association with cardiovascular events and death.
We studied MAB in 40 stable COPD patients
and similar number of healthy controls of same age
group with MAB being correlated with severity of
COPD and the severity was assessed using various
44
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clinical and physiological parameters including
arterial blood gas, spirometry, Bode Index, mMRC
grading, 6 MWD. Our Study showed MAB is
significantly increased in Stable COPD patients in
comparison to healthy controls. We compared our
5
study with Polatli et al study who unlike our study
compared the levels of Plasma von willebrand factor,
Fibrinogen and 24 hour urine MAB in 33 AECOPD,
26 Stable COPD and 16 healthy controls of same age
group. MAB showed significant increase in
AECOPD(Acute excaberation of COPD) than stable
COPD and healthy controls. However both studies
showed significant correlation with disease severity.
Majority of the cases in both cases group and
control group were above the age of 50 years. The
mean age of cases group was 62.12 years and control
group was 55.58 years. The comparison of mean
value of age was statistically significant in between
groups in our study. Male preponderance is seen in
both cases group& control group which was similar to
13
studyby Anand Kumar et al who reported majority of
cases in cases group [50(83%)] and control group[41
(82%)] were males with mean age of 58.4 years and
58.8 years in cases group and control group
respectively. Majority of the cases in both cases group
and control group were in age group between 61-70
years respectively. Similar observation is seen in
14
another study by Rakesh Kumar who reported
majority of the cases in both cases group
[41(80.39%]) and control group [30(75%)] were
males. Most of the cases [16 (31.37%)] belonged to
61- 70 year of age group in cases group and 51-60 year
age group [13 (32.5%)] in control group.
Our study showed that most of the cases in the
cases group (19[47.5%]) had FEV1 in the range of
50% to 80% predicted and in the control group, 36
(90%) had FEV1 > 80% predicted which was in
comparison with Anand Kumar et al13 who reported
majority of the cases in cases group (43[71.7%]) had
FEV1 in the range of 50% to 80% predicted and in
control group, 48 (96%) had FEV1 >80%.
45

Our study showed that the comparison of mean
value of SPO2, PaO2, UACR (mg/g), CRP (mg/l),
6MWD (meter), BODE index, FEV1% predicted &
FEV1/FVC ratio were statistically significant which
13
was comparable to Anand Kumar et al study.
Our study showed that the prevalence of MAB
in COPD cases was around 56%, which was quite
7
higher to the 24% reported by Casanova etal , Bulcun
et al8, Sanjay et al15 found MAB prevalence of 39%,
38.27%, respectively in COPD cases in their studies.
Majority of the COPD cases with prevalence of
MAB in our study were from severe and very severe
COPD subgroups (71.4% respectively) which was
similar to study done by Sanjay et al15 who reported
severe and very severe COPD cases had 51.62% and
22.58% MAB prevalence respectively.
Our study showed anegative correlation
between FEV1%, 6MWD, PaO2 and MAB levels
among the 40 cases which was similar to study done
13
by Anand kumar et al who reported a significant
inverse relationship between UACR and PaO2,
FEV1%, 6MWD. Similarly Casanova et al7,
Komurcuoglu et al6, Mehmood and Sofi16 reported a
negative correlation between PaO2 and MAB levels
in their respective studies.
Our study showed a positive correlation
between MAB levels with BODE index and mMRC
grading which was similar to study by Anand Kumar
et al13 who reported a positive relationship between
UACR and BODE index and mMRC grading.
CONCLUSION
COPD patients should be screened regularly
with MAB to determine the risk of/and progression of
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality so that
adequate decision of interventional strategies can be
taken out to prolong the survival.
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Table 1: Comparison of cases with COPD and controls
Parameters

Control group (Mean±SD)

Cases group (Mean±SD)

P-value

PaO2

93.05±5.188

74.90±10.04

<0.0001

PaCO2

40.30±3.480

42.15±5.066

0.0607 NS

FEV1%

89.40±7.500

53.88±19.46

<0.0001

FEV1/FVC

95.63±7.977

48.83±5.275

<0.0001

BODE index

0.4750±0.5057

2.900±1.985

<0.0001

6MWD (meter)

533.9±36.92

478.3±86.98

0.0004

UACR (mg/g)

14.63±4.253

92.18±70.61

<0.0001

Table 2: Distribution of MAB with Severity of COPD (GOLD criteria) in cases
Severity of COPD

MAB Present

Percentage (%)

(Mean±SD)

Mild (n=12)

4

33.73

97.5±22.64

Moderate (n=7)

4

57.14

148.5±12.68

Severe(n=14)

10

71.40

151.9± 23.62

Very severe(n=7)

5

71.40

179.8 ±29.39

Total(n=40)

23

57.50

147.95±34.32

Table 3: Association of MAB with FEV1, BODE index, PaO2, mMRC grade and 6MWD
Subgroups

Microalbumin Levels UACR (mg/g)

P-value
(ANOVA
test)

Spearman
correlation(r)
and P value

30- 50 51-100 101-150 151-200 201-300 Mean±SD
1

FEV %

BODE
index

50-80%
(n=19)

0

2

4

2

0

61.53±57.63 P=0.0230

30-50%
(n=14)

0

0

4

6

0

143.2±66.46

<30%
(n=7)

0

0

0

3

2

173.3±82.99

0-3
(n=25)

0

2

5

5

0

74.64±65.51 P=0.0472

4-6
(n=14)

0

0

3

6

1

114.5±68.47

7-10
(n=1)

0

0

0

0

1

218.0
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r=-0.8660,
p=0.001

r=-0.9538,
p=0.0194
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PaO

2

mMRC

6MWD
test

>80
(n=14)

0

0

4

1

0

58.07±58.14 P<0.0001

71-80
(n=11)

0

2

0

1

0

41.45±48.34

61-70
(n=14)

0

0

4

8

2

161.9±29.07

51-60
(n=1)

0

0

0

1

0

152.0

Grade I
(n=4)

0

0

0

0

0

Grade II
(n=21)

0

2

4

5

0

80.05±65.91

Grade III
(n=13)

0

0

4

5

1

121.0±64.00

Grade IV
(n=2)

0

0

0

1

1

188.0±42.43

>500
(n=19)

0

2

4

2

0

61.53±57.64 P=0.0261

401-500
(n=14)

0

0

4

6

0

113.2±66.46

301-400
(n=5)

0

0

0

2

1

112.4±90.84

201-300
(n=2)

0

0

0

1

1

185.5±26.16

2.

3.

4.
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GOLD. Global Strategy for the Diagnosis, Management
and Prevention of COPD, Global Initiative for Chronic
Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) 2018.
https://goldcoped.org/. Accessed June 25, 2019. 2019

r= 0.9142,
p=0.0458

r =-0.9400,
p=0.0400

microalbuminuria as a cardiovascular risk indicator:a
review. Can J Cardiol. 2002;18:525–35.
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Overweight & Obesity and its Associated Factors Among Medical Students of
SMS Medical College, Jaipur: An Observational Descriptive Study
Manoj Kumar Gupta*, Monika Rathore**, Amita Kashyap***, Raghunandan Khandelwal****,
Sadhna Meena*****, Ajay Gupta******

ABSTRACT
Introduction : Students undergo transition
phase when they leave home for education. This
emerging adulthood period is associated with
important life events like relocation, newer
relationships, stress, irregular sleep and eating habits
etc. Students are particularly at high risk for abnormal
weight gain during the transition period.
Objectives : To estimate the proportion of
overweight & obesity and its associated factors
among recently enrolled students of SMS Medical
College, Jaipur.
Methods : 497 recently enrolled MBBS
students were assessed for height, weight, BMI,
socio-demographic factors. WHO’s International
classification for BMI was used for labeling
overweight or obesity.
Results : Around 17% were overweight and 1%
was frankly obese. There were around 18%
underweight students also. Increasing age, caste,
socioeconomic class, residential background, family
history of obesity and food habits were significantly
associated with overweight & obesity. Sex, religion,

current residential status and type of family were not
associated with obesity or overweight.
Conclusions : Every fifth (17.9%) MBBS
student begins their adulthood with overweight or
obesity. Underweight was also equally (18.3%)
prevalent in students. Increasing age, caste,
socioeconomic class, residential background, family
history of obesity and food habits were significant
associated factors.
Key words : overweight, obesity, MBBS,
student, Jaipur
INTRODUCTION
Obesity is the most neglected global public
health epidemic. It is associated with an increased risk
of hypertension, coronary artery disease, type 2
diabetes, obstructive sleep apnea, depression, stroke
& malignancies 1 . Prevalence of obesity and
overweight with female preponderance has increased
globally in last 40 years from 1975 to 2016 (obesity
from 5% to 13%, overweight from 21 to 39%).
Similarly, children and adolescents have also shown a
dramatic rise in obesity from 1% to 7% and
2
overweight from 4% to 18% . India, in sync with
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global trends shows almost double the proportion of
obesity & overweight in last 10 years i.e. 9.3% males
and 12.6% females (NFHS-3, 2005-06) to 18.9%
males and 20.7% females (NFHS-4, 2015-16). In
Rajasthan overweight & obese population increases
from 6.2% to 13.2% in case of males while from 8.9%
to 14.1% in case of females from NFHS-3 to NFHS-4.
Currently, district Jaipur has 14.6% of males and
3
17.4% of females obese & overweight . Recent Indian
studies shows wide range of prevalence of obesity and
overweight in young adults and students in different
4
cities i.e. Hyderabad (3.5% & 31.9%) and
5
Vishakapatnam (10.7% & 26.8%) . It is a transition
period for students when they leave home for
education. This emerging adulthood period is
associated with important life events like relocation,
newer relationships, stress, irregular sleep and eating
habits etc. Students are particularly at high risk for
6,7
abnormal weight gain during this transition period .
Hence it is important to know the magnitude of
overweight and obesity among medical students who
are responsible for provision of health care in society
in future.
OBJECTIVES : The aim of the study is to
estimate the proportion of overweight & obesity and
its associated factors among recently enrolled
students of SMS Medical College, Jaipur.
METHODOLOGY
A descriptive observational study was
conducted in the month of October 2018 at SMS
medical college, Jaipur. All 500 students who have
either entered or just passed first year of MBBS were
considered recently admitted in the college. Data
were collected from 497 students during their prescheduled practical classes. Three students could not
be contacted despite of three visits. SocioThe RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

demographic & anthropometric information
collected on a pre-structured performa. Weight was
measured using digital weighing machine (Smart
Care SCS-0180A) with graduation up to 0.05 Kg &
height was measured using stadiometre (Easy Care
No. 26 SM) with graduation up to 1 mm. BMI is
2
calculated using Quetelet’s index {W (in Kg) / H (in
m)}. Students were classified using “International
Classification of adult underweight, overweight and
2,8
obesity according to BMI”. Data obtained were
compiled & analyzed using Microsoft Excel and
Primer software. Approval for study was taken from
research review board & ethics committee of SMS
medical college. Written informed consent was taken
from each student.
RESULTS
Total 497 MBBS students participated. Most
were in the age group of 17 to 22 years, only five were
above 22 years. There were around 36.4% of female
students. Majority (97.4%) were Hindu. Maximum
(39.8%) were from General caste followed by OBC
(34.4%), SC (15.5%) and ST (10.3%). Majority
(68.2%) were from Socio-economic class-I followed
by class-II (16.1%), class-III & IV (14.9%). Only four
students were from class-V. Half of students were
from urban background (53%) and almost equal
proportion (47%) was from rural background.
Majority (82.7%) were currently living in hostel, only
17.3% were staying at home. Most (61%) were from
nuclear family background and rests were from joint
families. Around 15% students had a family history of
obesity. Non-vegetarians (68.4%) are more than twice
the vegetarians (31.6%). On assessment, around 17%
were overweight and 1% was frankly obese,
indicating that every fifth student begins their
adulthood with overweight or obesity. There were
50
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around 18% underweight students also (Chart-1). On
further analysis of associated factors it was found that
relatively older students were more obese/over
weight, two out of five students (40%) from the age
group of 23-24 years were either overweight or obese
followed by age group of 21-22 years (27.8%), 17-18
years (20%), 19-20 years (13.7%). This difference is
statistically significant (Table-1). There is no
significant difference in proportion of overweight/
obesity in both sexes (female 18.2% v/s male 17.4%)
(Table-1). Muslims (33.3%) and students from other
religion (28.6%) were found to be more overweight/
obese than Hindu (17.6%) but this difference was not
significant (Table-1). Overweight/obesity was seen
significantly more in General caste (24.2%) followed
by OBC (15.8%), SC (11.7%). Only 9.8% of ST
students were overweight or obese (Table-1).
Maximum overweight/obese students from Socioeconomic class-I (21.5%), least were in Socioeconomic class-IV (7.3%). This difference was
significant. However, one out of all four students from
Socio-economic class-V was overweight/obese
(Table-1). Students from urban background were
significantly more (23.5%) overweight/obese than
rural background (11.6%) (Table-1). Day-scholars
were more (23.3%) overweight/obese than hostellers
(16.8%) but the difference is not significant. Students
from nuclear families were more (18.9%)
overweight/obese than from joint families (16.4%)
but the difference is not significant. Overweight/
obesity was significantly more in students who has
positive family history (42.3% v/s 13.8%) (Table-1).
Vegetarians were significantly more (23.6%)
overweight/obese than non-vegetarians (15.3%). On
subgroup analysis the BMI profile of first year
entered and passed students was comparable (Table2).
51

DISCUSSION
Our study observed that 16.7% recently enrolled
MBBS students were overweight and 1.2% was
obese, that is comparable to Hamid S et. al9.
observation of 15% & 1% respectively at SKIMS
medical college, Bemina, J&K in 2015 & by Sarkar P
10
et. al. (15.2% & 0.9%) at MIMS, Mandya, Karnataka
11
in 2015. However, Tiwari R et. al. observed slightly
less prevalence of overweight (9.93%) but little
higher prevalence of obesity (1.5%) in MBBS
students at GR medical college, Gwalior in 2014.
12
Yadav SS et. al. observed higher overweight
(22.3%) and obesity (3.1%) at MMIMSR, Mullana,
Ambala in 2016. A very high proportion of
overweight & obesity (53.7%) was observed by
Pandey AK et. al.13 in recently entered MBBS students
of Kasturba medical college, Manipal in 2018 and by
Doley P et. al.14 (47% ) at VM medical college, Delhi
15
in 2019. Mehta DP et. al. observed more of obese
(11.53%) than overweight (8.45%) students in GMC,
16
Bhavnagar in 2016. Chabra et. al. observed 11.7%
overweight and 2% obesity in male MBBS students of
UCMS, Delhi in 2006. Lakshmi Y et. al.17 observed
little low overweight (10%) but higher obesity (11%)
in students of SV medical college, Tirupati in 2015.
In present study we observed that overweight
and obesity is almost equally prevalent in males
(17.4%) and females (18.2%). This finding was
supported by Lakshmi Y et. al. study (males 20.8%
and females 21.2%) and Kumar CA et. al.18 (males
9.5% and females 9.5%). Hamid S et. al. observed
higher overweight and obesity in females (22%) than
males (10%). Many studies observed low prevalence
of overweight and obesity in females i.e. Tiwari R et.
al. (9.76% vs 12.22%), Mehta DP et. al. (14.1% vs
25.8%) and Yadav SS et. al. (14.3% vs 32.1%). Our
study observed that overweight and obesity is
significantly more in the age group of 17-18 years
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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(20%) in comparison to 19-20 years age group
(13.7%) but it increased after 20 years of age (27.8%).
Kumar CA et. al. observed almost equal prevalence of
overweight & obesity in all age groups from 17 to 25
years but much higher (25%) in older students of
more than 25 years at PESIMSR, Kuppam, Chittoor
in 2014. Our study observed 17.6 % overweight &
obesity in Hindus and much higher (> 28%) in
Muslims and others. However the number of students
of Muslim and other religion were very less. Tiwari R
et. al. reported 12.5% overweight and obesity in
Hindus and none in other religion. Overweight and
obesity was more in general caste (24.2%) followed
by OBC (15.8%), SC (11.7%) and least was found in
ST (9.8%). It was comparable to Tiwari R et. al. where
19.1% in general caste followed by SC (9.1%), OBC
(7.7%) and ST (4.3%). Overweight and obesity is
observed higher (21.5%) in socioeconomic class-I in
present study, however it was found highest (25%) in
socioeconomic class-V but there were only four
students in this class hence results may be ambiguous.
Similarly, Kumar CA et. al. also observed higher
(11.2%) in class-I, though highest (12.9%) was
observed in class-IV. We observed more overweight
& obesity in urban (23.5%) than rural (11.6%), that
was similar to Tiwari R et. al. (12.2% vs 10.2%). Our
study also observed that students living with family
were more overweight and obese (23.3%) than
hostellers (16.8%). We also observed that students
from nuclear family were more overweight and obese
(18.9%) than from joint family (16.4%). We observed
higher (42.3%) overweight and obesity in students
with positive family history than negative one
(13.8%). Similarly, Mehta DP et. al. observed higher
(8.5%) obesity in positive family history than
negative family history (3.1%). Overweight &
obesity is more in vegetarians than non-vegetarian
(23.6% vs 15.3%) in our study. Tiwari R et. al. also

The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

shows similar results i.e. 14.1% vs 8.3% in vegetarian
vs non-vegetarians but reverse results were shown by
Gupta S et. al.19 i.e. 17.6% vs 21.6% in vegetarians vs
non-vegetarians at Midnapore medical college,
Paschim Medinipur in 2008.
CONCLUSIONS
Every fifth (17.9%) MBBS student begins their
adulthood with overweight or obesity. Underweight
was also equally (18.3%) prevalent in students.
Increasing age, caste, socio-economic class,
residential background, family history of obesity and
food habits were significant associated factors. Sex,
religion, current residential status and type of family
were not associated with obesity or overweight.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Government of India has already started ‘Fit
India Movement’ hence similar fitness campaign
could be initiated for medical students with emphasis
on healthy food habits, regular physical activities and
good sleep habits.
Chart 1 : Overweight and obesity profile in
recently enrolled MBBS students

BMI Status
1.2%
16.7%

18.3%

Underweight (BMI < 18.5)
Normal (BMI 18.5-24.99)
Overweight (BMI 25-29.99)
63.8%

Obese (BMI > 30)
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Table 1 : Socio-demographic factors associated with overweight & obesity
Socio-demographic
factors

Age (yrs)
17 to < 19
19 to < 21
21 to < 23
23 to < 25

Total
n=497 (%)

Chi-square (X ) test
p-value

30 (20)
37 (13.7)
20 (27.8)
2 (40)

150 (30.2)
270 (54.3)
72 (14.5)
5 (1)

X2 = 10.124
df = 3
p = 0.022

120 (80)
233 (86.3)
52 (72.2)
3 (60)

55 (17.4)
34 (18.2)

261 (82.6)
147 (81.2)

316 (63.6)
181 (36.4)

X2 = 0.070
df = 1
p = 0.791

85 (17.6)
2 (33.3)
2 (28.6)

399 (82.4)
4 (66.7)
5 (71.4)

484 (97.4)
6 (1.2)
7 (1.4)

X2 = 1.552
df = 2
p = 0.460

48 (24.2)
27 (15.8)
9 (11.7)
5 (9.8)

150 (75.8)
144 (84.2)
68 (88.3)
46 (90.2)

198 (39.8)
171 (34.4)
77 (15.5))
51 (10.3)

X = 10.231
df = 3
p = 0.021

73 (21.5)
8 (10)
4 (12.1)
3 (7.3)
1 (25)

266 (78.5)
72 (90)
29 (87.9)
38 (92.7)
3 (75)

339 (68.2)
80 (16.1)
33 (6.6)
41 (8.3)
4 (0.8)

X = 10.452
df = 4
p = 0.033

Sex
Male
Female
Religion
Hindu
Muslim
Other
Cast
General
OBC
SC
ST
SE status *
1
2
3
4
5
Residential background
Rural
Urban
Current residential status
Hostel
Home
Family type
Joint
Nuclear
Family H/o obesity
Yes
No
Food habits
Veg
Non-Veg

2

Overweight/Obesity
(BMI > 25)
Present
Absent
n=89 (%)
n=408 (%)

2

2

2

27 (11.6)
62 (23.5)
69 (16.8)
20 (23.3)
32 (16.4)
57 (18.9)

206 (88.4)
202 (76.5)
342 (83.2)
66 (76.7)
163 (83.6)
245 (81.1)

233 (46.9)
264 (53.1)

X = 11.120
df = 1
p = 0.000

411 (82.7)
86 (17.3)

X2 = 1.608
df = 1
p = 0.205

195 (39.2)
302 (60.8)

X2 = 0.336
df = 1
p = 0.562

71 (14.3)
426 (85.7)

X = 31.494
df = 1
p = 0.000

157 (31.6)
340 (68.4)

X2 = 4.453
df = 1
p = 0.035

2

30 (42.3)
59 (13.8)
37 (23.6)
52 (15.3)

41 (57.7)
367 (86.2)
120 (76.4)
288 (84.7)

* Modified B G Prasad’s social classification Jan 2018
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Table 2: Comparison of BMI profile of first year entry and first year passed students
BMI Profile

Recently enrolled MBBS students

Chi-square (χ2) test

Ist year n (%)

IInd year n (%)

Total n (%)

Underweight (BMI < 18.5)

49 (19.8)

42 (16.8)

91 (18.3)

Normal (BMI 18.50 - 24.99)

154 (62.4)

163 (65.2)

317 (63.8)

X = 1.551

Overweight (BMI 25.00-29.99)

40 (16.2)

43 (17.2)

83 (16.7)

df = 3

4 (1.6)

2 (0.8)

6 (1.2)

p = 0.918

247 (100)

250 (100)

497 (100)

Obese (BMI > 30.00)
Total

Kasper DL, Fauci AS, Hauser SL, Longo DL, Jameson JL,
Loscalzo J (Ed.). Chap. 415e Biology of obesity.
Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine. 19th ed. New
York: McGraw Hill; 2018. p 1-6.

2.

World Health Organization. Obesity & overweight.
Available from: http://www.who.int/ en/news-room/factsheets/detail/obesity-and-overweight [Accessed 2nd May
2018].

3.

National Family Health Survey – 4. National and State
Report/Factsheets, Districts Factsheets. Available at:
http://rchiips.org/nfhs/ [Accessed 2nd May 2018].

2

parameters of metabolic syndrome. Int J Clin Biochem Res.
2015; 2(4): 210-5.
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Outcome Analysis of Admitted Cases of Hydrophobia at SMS Hospital, Jaipur
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ABSTRACT :
Introduction : Rabies is a highly fatal, zoonotic
viral infection of the central nervous system being
transmitted by rabid animal bite and licks. Rabies can
be prevented by post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)
through local administration of anti-rabies
immunoglobulin (ARIG) and active immunisation by
anti-rabies vaccine (ARV) along with proper wound
management.
Rabid animal bite cases if not treated properly
may develop into human rabies which is 100% fatal
and very difficult to diagnose by common laboratory
investigations. Suspected human rabies cases are
usually diagnosed by clinical symptoms of
hydrophobia, aerophobia and photophobia along with
past history of animal bite.
Moreover, the phobia of 100% mortality and
risk of transmission of rabies infection among
attendants and medical personnel leads to their apathy
and neglect of patient affecting management. Hence,
this study was carried out with the objective of
evaluation of outcome pattern and sociodemographic profile of hydrophobia cases admitted
at isolation ward of S.M.S. hospital, Jaipur
(Rajasthan).
Material And Methods : A hospital based
retrospective record analysis of data of past 11 years
i.e. Jan. 2009 to Dec. 2019 of admitted cases of
hydrophobia was carried out at SMS Hospital, Jaipur
(Rajasthan). Total 653 cases admitted during study

period were included in study. Data was collected
from Medical Record Department (MRD) using
structured proforma including detail of socio demographic profile, animal bite and their outcome.
Data were analysed by Primer software.
Results : Out of study subjects (653), majority
of cases (63.7%) under the age of 15 years and males
(77.2%) belong to rural area. Canine rabies (87.9%) is
main cause of infection with grade 3rd bite (86.7%)
on lower extremities (53%) in majority of
hydrophobia cases. Only 31.85% hydrophobia
patients died at hospital whereas 38.13% absconded
and 30.01% were LAMA.
Conclusions : Mandatory 100 % Post-exposure
prophylaxis (PEP) in all animal bite cases is the need
of hour. Confirmative and timely diagnosis of human
rabies should be made by appropriate lab
investigation (RT-PCR, RFFIT etc.). Pre-exposure
prophylaxis of attendant and medical personnel
should be made mandatory to avoid their apathy and
neglect towards patient during management.
Keywords : Rabies, Anti rabies vaccines,
Hydrophobia, PEP, RT-PCR (Real time polymerase
chain reaction), RFFIT (Rapid Fluorescent Focus
Inhibition Test).
INTRODUCTION :
Human rabies is a highly fatal and preventable
viral infection of the central nervous system occurring
in more than 150 countries. Disease is caused by
rabies virus of Genus-Lyssavirus belong to family-
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Rhabdoviridae. It is primarily a zoonotic disease
transmitted by bites and licks of rabid animals.
Although a number of wild animals serve as natural
reservoir1. 99% of the human rabies cases are
attributed to canine rabies2. Rabies is attributed to
animal bite which is defined as claw wound or bite
3
due to animal .
Globally it is estimated that around 55000
people die due to rabies. An estimated 12 million
people throughout Asia receive treatment after being
4
exposed to suspected rabid animals . Around 21000 24000 deaths due to human rabies occur in South East Asia region5. Worldwide India is reported to have
6
highest incidence of rabies . Various socio-cultural
taboos (for example, application of soil, chili paste,
oil etc.) followed after exposure to a dog bite in rural
India7. Almost 20565 deaths reported annually, most
cases are reported from rural areas.
The availability of PEP has improved but it is not
clear how much the rural communities have
8
benefited . Though 100% fatal, rabies can be easily
prevented by proper post-exposure prophylaxis
thorough washing of wound by soap and water, local
administration of anti-rabies immunoglobulin and
active immunisation by anti -rabies vaccine (ARV)9.
The Global Alliance for Rabies Control (GARC)
in collaboration with World Organization for Animal
Health, Food and Agriculture Organization and World
Health Organization have put forward the global
strategic plan “Zero Rabies death by 2030” to reduce

the human deaths from rabies by the year 203010,11.
Human Rabies cases are usually diagnosed on
the basis of clinical symptoms of hydrophobia,
aerophobia and photophobia along with past history
of animal bite. Hydrophobia is extreme fearfulness
from water & swallowing liquids due to the spasm of
throat muscles.
The phobia of 100% mortality and risk of
transmission of rabies infection to attendants and
medical personnel leads to their apathy and neglect
which affects the management of hydrophobia
patients. Hence this study was carried out to evaluate
the outcome pattern and socio-demographic profile of
hydrophobia cases admitted at Isolation ward of SMS
hospital, Jaipur.
MATERIAL AND METHODS :
A hospital based retrospective record analysis of
admitted cases of hydrophobia was carried out for the
last 11 years (Jan. 2009 to Dec. 2019) at SMS
Hospital, Jaipur (Rajasthan). Total 653 cases of
hydrophobia were included in the study. Data of all
cases were collected from clinical records of
hydrophobia patients at Medical Record Department
(MRD) using structured proforma including detail of
socio-demographic profile, type of animal bite and
outcome pattern. Data were analysed by Primer software.
OBSERVATION :
Findings of study are presented in following
tables: -

Table: 1. Socio-Demographic Profile (Age, Gender & Residing Area)
Male
Age (yrs) Rural

Urban

Female
Total

Rural

Urban

Total
Total

Rural

Urban

Grand
Total

< 15

231(63.1%) 88(63.8%) 319(63.3%) 68(62.4%) 25(62.5%) 93(62.4%) 299(63%) 113(63.5%) 412(63%)

15-445

55(15%)

> 45

80(21.9%) 31(22.5%) 111(22%)

Total

366(100%) 138(100%) 504(100%) 109(100%) 40(100%) 149(100%) 475(100%) 178(100%) 653(100%)

19(13.7%) 74(14.7%) 16(14.6%) 6(15%)
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25(23%)

9(22.5%)

22(14.8%) 71(14.9%) 25(14%)

96(14.8%)

34(22.8%) 105(22.1%) 40(22.5%) 145(22.2%)
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Table: 2. Type of animal, Site of bite and Grades of bite
Site of
bite
Dog
Head &
Neck

Cat

Grade-II

Grade-III

Monkey Total
& others (A)

Dog

Cat

Monkey Total
& others (B)

Grand
Total
(A+B)

11(14.5%) 1(25%)

2(28.6%) 14(16%) 161(32.3%) 4(14.3%) 6(15.4%) 171(30.3%) 185(28.3%)

Upper
26(34.2%) 1(25%)
Extremities

2(28.6%) 29(33.3%) 74(14.8%) 9(32.1%) 18(46.2%) 101(17.8%) 130(19.9%)

Lower
39(51.3%) 2(50%)
Extremities

3(42.8%) 44(50.6%) 264(52.9%) 15(53.6%) 15(38.4%) 294(51.9%) 338(51.8%)

Total

76(100%) 4(100%) 7(100%) 87(100%) 499(100%) 28(100%) 39(100%) 566(100%) 653(100%)

100
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Death at hospital
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2018
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Figure 1 : Year wish date of admitted cases of hydrophobia
13%

18%

30%

29%

Less than 1 month
1-3 month
3-6 month

57%

Figure 2 : Time interval between bite & death of
hydrophobia patient (at hospital)
DISCUSSION :
Total 653 hydrophobia cases were admitted
during last 11 years (w.e.f. Jan.2009 to Dec.2019).
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No Treatment
Partial Vaccinated
Complete Treatment

53%

Figure 3 : Post Exposure Prophylaxis Pattern
The salient findings of the study are as under: Majority (63.7%)of cases were under the age of
15 years and is comparable with studies by Bedi R et
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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al66.7% and Singh MK et al(40.6%).In the present
study 77.2% cases were male similar to studies by
Bedi R et al (81.8%) and Singh MK et al(81.6%).
Most of patient (72.73%) belongs to rural area,
comparable to studies by Bedi R et al(78.57%) and
Singh MK et al(84.61%).

3.

Hydrophobia patients do not deserve apathy &
neglect and they should be looked after at the
hospital till the final outcome of disease.
Discarding the practices of LAMA or abscond
will indirectly help us to achieving the goal of
“zero rabies death by 2030” at national level.

Canine rabies (87.9%) is main source of
transmission of infection in present study is also
similar to studies by Bedi R et al(85.7%), Shingade P
et al (95.8%) and Singh MK et al (94.5%).

4.

The facility of timely and confirmative antemortem laboratory Diagnosis of human rabies
(RFFIT, RT-PCR) should be available at state
level apex center to avoid the remotest
possibility of misdiagnosis only by clinical feature.

Most common site of bite were lower
extremities (53%) in present study is comparable to
studies by Bedi R et al (54.8%) and Singh MK et al
(32.4%). Majority of cases had Grade- III bite
(86.7%) in present study, also similar to studies by
Bedi R et al (90.5%), Shingade P et al (73%) and
Singh MK et al (67.5%).
In our study 29% hydrophobia cases had not
taken any anti rabies post exposure prophylaxis
treatment where as 52.8% cases took incomplete post
exposure prophylaxis. Overall 81.9% cases could not
complete post exposure prophylaxis treatment in
present study, is comparable to the studies by
Shingade P et al (91.7%) and Singh MK et al (85%).
56.7% patients of hydrophobia died within 1-3
month after animal bite in our study is similar to study
by Bedi R et al (52.4%). Out of total 653 cases in
present study only 31.85% died at hospital where as
rest were LAMA(30 %) and Absconded(38.13%) is
comparable to the study by Shingade P et al (24.56%).
CONCLUSIONAND RECOMMONDATION :
1.

2.

Hundred percent post-exposure prophylaxis of
animal bite cases and pre-exposure prophylaxis
of attendants and dealing medical personnel is
the mandate of hour.
There should be provision of continue medical
education (CME) for medical personnel to raise
the awareness and practice for complete
management of animal bites cases through PEP,
also mass awareness of the community should
also be improved.
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A Study of Hypothyroidism in Children With Steroid-Resistant
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ABSTRACT
Non autoimmune hypothyroidism is a variably
reversible and potentially treatable complication of
Steroid Resistant Nephrotic Syndrome (SRNS) in
children. The massive prolonged losses of thyroid
hormone leads to hypothyroid state in patients with
SRNS. The current study was carried out to find out
the proportion of SRNS patients with hypothyroidism
and risk factors associated with development of
hypothyroidism. This cross sectional study was
conducted in 85 children aged 1 to 18 years who were
steroid resistant and 85 controls which were age and
sex matched healthy children attending paediatric
OPD. The prevalence of hypothyroidism among
SRNS cases was 29.4%, significantly higher than
controls. Mean level of TSH (5.4mIU/L) in cases
were higher than control (1.8 mIU/L). Among
hypothyroid, cases subclinical hypothyroidism was
more common presentation than overt
hypothyroidism. Also, among subclinical cases, stage
2 and 3 were more common than stage 1. Though the
minimal change disease was commonest entity
(80%), the prevalence of hypothyroidism was not
different among other histopathological profiles. An
increased risk of hypothyroidism was observed with
early age of onset (OR =1.2;95% CI:1.00-1.37;
P=0.045), duration of nephrotic syndrome (OR
=1.195%CI:1.03-1.12;P=0.001), low serum albumin
(OR=1.9% CI:0.89-3.81;P=0.001) and nonremission status of disease(OR=1.7;95%CI:1.12-

3.35;p=0.007). We found a significant positive
correlation of concentration of TSH with Serum
cholesterol (r= 0.253, P=0.0001), and negative
correlation with serum albumin (r= -0.253,
P=0.00010.8711). We concluded that prevalence of
both overt and subclinical hypothyroidism was higher
in idiopathic SRNS. An early age of onset, long
duration of nephrotic syndrome, low serum
albuminand non-remission status of SRNS were the
risk factors associated with increased prevalence of
hypothyroidism.
Keywords : Steroid resistant nephrotic
syndrome (SRNS), TSH (Thyroid Stimulating
Hormone).
INTRODUCTION :
Nephrotic Syndrome is the most common
1
glomerular disease in childhood. Although more than
85% of children with nephrotic syndrome respond to
corticosteroids, approximately 10-15% remain
2,3
unresponsive or later become steroid-resistant. The
prolonged urinary loss of biomolecules secondary to
proximal tubular damage, reducing absorption of
proteins, albumins, thyroxine binding globulin,
transthyretin and pre-albumin in Steroid-Resistant
Nephrotic Syndrome (SRNS) state may result to a
reduction in serum total thyroxine (T4) and T3 which
may manifest as subclinical or overt hypothyroidism
depending on thyroid reserve.4 Thyroid hormone
increases GFR through both pre-renal and renal
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effectsand also plays an important role in the
mitochondrial energy metabolism enzymes in the
cells of proximal convoluted tubule5. Hypothyroidism
can further derange lipid profile, renal blood flow,
bone mineral density, fluid and electrolyte
homeostasis in SRNS patients which are known to be
already compromised in these patients6.
In view of common occurrence of nephrotic
syndrome in children in Indian population, an
effective community-based study on hypothyroidism
in SRNS patients are lacking. So the present study
was undertaken with the aims to find out the
proportion of SRNS patients with hypothyroidism
and the risk factors and clinical features associated
between SRNS and hyprothyroidism by estimating
thyroid hormone level.
METHODOLOGY
It was a hospital based cross-sectional study,
carried out in Department of pediatric medicine, SMS
Medical College, Jaipur, from June 2018 to May
2019. Children of Age group 1 year to 18 years with
SRNS presenting to pediatric nephrology clinic and
those admitted in nephrology ward were included in
the study. Those excluded were: secondary nephrotic
syndrome(Lupus nephritis, Henoch schonle in
purpura nephritis), critical patients requiring ICU,
congenital nephrotic syndrome, hypothyroidism
before onset of nephrotic syndrome and patient on
drugs for any coexisting illness other than nephrotic
syndrome causing hypothyroidism.85 age and sex
matched healthy children were taken as controls.
They were required to have clinically undetectable
thyroid swelling, absence of proteinuria, no clinical
features suggestive of hypothyroidism or
hyperthyroidism, not on thyroid hormone,
carbimazole or any drug causing hypothyroidism and
not diagnosed with autoimmune disorders like type 1
diabetes,Systemic Lupus Erythematos us,
rheumatoid arthritis, celiac disease and pernicious
anemia.
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SRNS was defined as failure to achieve
remission despite 2mg/kg/day of daily prednisolone
for 4 weeks. Complete remission in SRNS was
defined as urine protein: urine creatinine<0.2, serum
albumin >2.5 and no edema; partial remission was
defined as urine protein: urine creatinine ratio
between 0.2 and 2, serum albumin >2.5 or edema. No
remission was defined as Up: Uc .>2, serum albumin
<2.5g/dl or edema. Overt hypothyroidism was
defined as (TSH > 4.5 mIU/L and low free
T4).Subclinical hypothyroidism was graded as 1, 2,
and 3 based on TSH level (4.5-6 mIU /L), (6-12
mIU/L) and (>12 mlU /L) respectively with normal
7,8
T4 level (0.7-2 ng /ml) .
Each patients enrolled in the study was
subjected to complete medical history including age
of onset of nephrotic syndrome, duration of disease,
edema followed by complete clinical examination
including general examination, anthropometric
measurements (height, weight and body mass index),
blood pressure recordings and history of immune
suppressants prescribed. Type of steroid resistance,
remission state and histopathological profile were
also studied. Baseline investigations like blood urea,
creatinine, albumin, cholesterol and urinary
examination for proteinuria were done. Fasting serum
levels of free T3, free T4, TSH, Anti TPO unit of
SRNS patients and controls were estimated by
competitive immunoassay using direct chemiluminescence method were recorded. Reference range of
<60.00U/ml was taken as negative for anti TPO
antibody. Renal biopsy were performed in all cases.
The subsets of population were categorized into overt
and subclinical hypothyroidism grade 1,2, and 3
respectively according to values of high TSH and low
FT4. Oral Levothyroxine treatment was prescribed
for Patients with grade-3 subclinical and overt
hypothyroidism. All evaluation and management was
accomplished as per Indian Society of pediatric
nephrology guidelines.
60
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STATISTIC ALANALYSIS :
The analysis included profiling of patients on
different demographic, clinical and laboratory
parameters, and outcomes parameters separately for
cases and controls. Comparable information was
presented for both. Quantitative continuous data was
presented in terms of means and standard deviation.
Categorical/binary data were presented in terms of
proportions & percentages. Chi- square test was used
for association between nominal or categorical
variables whereas independent t-test and two
proportion z- test were used for comparison of
individual quantitative parameters. Pearson
correlation coefficient was applied to find out
correlation between continuous variables. P-value <
0.05 was considered statistically significant. Odds
ratio was calculated for risk factors.
RESULTS
In the present study, 85 children with SRNS
between 1 year and 18 years of age and 85 age and sex
matched children as healthy controls were included.
The mean age of subjects among cases and controls
were 7.2±4.9 years and 7.0±3.4 years respectively.
Abdominal swelling (42.3%) was the most common
presentation followed by paraorbital swelling
(37.6%), oliguria (35.2%), infections (31.7%), shock
(1.1%) and hypertensive encephalopathy (1.1%). The
mean values of body surface area, blood urea, serum
creatinine and serum Cholesterol were significantly
higher; and that of serum albumin were significantly
lower in cases compared to controls(p=<.005)
The prevalence of hypothyroidism among cases
was 29.4% which was significantly higher than
controls (3.5%). Out of 25 cases with
hypothyroidism, 8 (9.4%) had overt and 17 (20%) had
subclinical hypothyroidism. The grade 1,2, and 3
subclinical forms were found in in 4 (4.7%), 2
(2.35%) and 11(13.1%) patients respectively. Thus,
subclinical hypothyroidism was more common
61

presentation than overt hypothyroidism among cases.
Also, among subclinical hypothyroidism, grade 2 and
3 were more common than grade 1 subclinical
hypothyroidism. All the controls with
hypothyroidism had subclinical form; 2 controls with
grade 3(2.4%) while 1 with grade 2(1.2%). (Table 1)
Table 1: Grades of hypothyroidism among cases
and controls
Parameters

Cases
(n=85)

Control
(n=85)

Total
(n=170)

Hypothyroidism

25 (29.4%) 3 (3.5%)

0.0006*

Anti TPO
0
antibody positive

0

Over
hypothyroidism
Subclinical
Hypothyroidism

8 (9.4%)

0 (0.0%)

0.036

Grade-3

11 (13%)

2(2.4%)

0.031

Grade-2

2(2.4%)

1(1.2%)

Grade-1

4(4.7%)

0(0.0%)

The mean value of free T4 (1.2±0.4) was
significantly lower (p=0.0001) whereas of TSH
(5.6±3.1) was significantly) higher (p=0.0001) in
cases than free T4 (1.8±0.7) and TSH value (1.8±1.0)
in controls.
An increased risk of hypothyroidism was
observed with early age of onset (OR =1.2;95%
CI:1.00-1.37;P=0.045), duration of nephrotic
syndrome (OR=1.195% CI:1.03-1.12;P=0.001),
serum albumin (OR=1.9% CI:0.89-3.81;P=0.001)
and non-remission status of disease (OR=1.7;95%
CI:1.12-3.35;p=0.007) (Table 2; Figue 1). We found a
significant positive correlation of concentration of
TSH with Ser. cholesterol (r= 0.253, P=0.0001), and
negative correlation with ser. Albumin (r= -0.253,
P=0.00010.8711). (Table 3)
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Non-Remission Status of SRNS
Duration of NS (y)
Age at onset of NS (y)
Sr. Albumin
eGFR
Sr. Creatinine
Body Surface Area
Remission
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00
2.50
Odds Ratio

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

Figure1: Risk factors for development of hypothyroidism in SRNS
Table 2 : Risk Factors for development of hypothyroidism in SRNS
Odds Ratio

95% C.I.

p-value

Lower

Upper

Complete Remission

0.66

0.54

0.78

0.894

Body Surface Area

0.87

0.76

0.92

0.532

Serum Creatinine

0.81

0.59

0.9

0.871

Serum Albumin

1.9

0.89

3.81

0.0001*

EGFR (mL/min/1.73m2)

0.84

0.44

1

0.632

Age at onset of NS (years)

1.2

1

1.37

0.043*

Duration of NS (years)

1.1

1.03

1.12

0.0001*

Non-Remission Status of SRNS

1.7

1.12

3.55

0.007*

Table : 3 Correlation between TS Hand laboratory
parameters of SRNS patients.
TSH Level

Correlation
coefficient(r)

p-value

Serum Creatinine

0.010

0.871

Serum Albumin

-0.217

0.0001*

SerumCholesterol

0.253

0.00

eGFR

0.052

0.632
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DISCUSSION
Non-autoimmune hypothyroidism is a common,
potentially reversible and treatable complication of
Steroid Resistant Nephrotic Syndrome(SRNS)
among children. Despite three decades of research,
the mechanistic link and directionality of association
between hypothyroid and kidney disease remain
largely unknown. To search for risk factors, predictors
and pathophysiology of development of
hypothyroidism among patients with SRNS have
62
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encouraged the paediatric nephrologist to explore
8
further .
In our study, hypothyroidism was detected in
29.4% of patients, significantly higher than controls
(p=0.0006). Among cases overt and subclinical
hypothyroidism was found in 8 (9.4%), and 17 (20%)
patients respectively. The subclinical hypothyroidism
grade 1,2, and 3 forms were present in 4 (4.7%), 2
(2.35%) and 11(13%) patients respectively. All the
controls with hypothyroidism had .subclinical form.
9
Marimuthu et al in a study found the prevalence of
hypothyroidism (subclinical or overt) among the
cases and controls as 33.3% and 3.3% (n=1),
respectively. Prevalence in other studies was 30% and
10,11
20 % . Roughly one third patients of SRNS are at
risk of developing hypothyroidism.
The mean value of free T4 in cases was
1.2±0.4and 1.8±0.7 in controls (p=0.0001).Whereas
TSH value was significantly higher (5.6±3.1)in cases
than TSH value (1.8±1.0) in controls (p=0.0001).
9
Marimuthu et al. observed similar finding where
mean(TSH- 4.55 Miu/L) was significantly (p<0.01)
higher in cases in SRNS than controls. McLean et al7
reported significantly decreased level of serum T4, T3
11
in untreated SRNS patient . Our observation of
significantly higher level of TSH were also similar to
otherstudies 10,12,13, No statistically significant
difference were observed for either of resistance
pattern or histopathological profile between cases of
SRNS with and without hypothyroidism in the
present study as was similarly observed by
9
Marimuthu et al .
In the present study, an increased risk of
hypothyroidism was observed with early age of onset
(OR =1.2;95% CI:1.00-1.37 ; P=0.045), duration of
nephrotic syndrome (OR=1.195%CI:1.031.12;P=0.001), low serum albumin (OR=1.9%
CI:0.89-3.81;P=0.001) and non-remission status of
disease(OR=1.7;95%CI:1.12-3.35;p=0.007). An
increased risk was also observed with low serum
albumin (OR=1.9% CI:0.89-3.81;P=0.001) in the
study by Marimuthu et al9 and non-remission status of
63

disease(OR=1.7;95%CI:1.12-3.35;p=0.007) in study
by Kapoor et al.10 Sharma et al11 found that TSH levels
were significantly elevated in children with relapse
( p = 0 . 0 4 2 ) . H o w e v e r, n o a s s o c i a t i o n o f
hypothyroidism with age of onset and duration of
9
illness were seen in the study by Marimuthu et al .
A significant positive correlation of
concentration of TSH with Serum cholesterol (r=
0.253, P=0.0001), and negative correlation with
serum. Albumin (r = -0.253, P=0.00010.8711) was
observed in the present study. It indicates that
proteinuria for long duration causes more tubular
damage and increase in loss of thyroid hormone
binding protein. Similar observation were made by
9,12,13,14
other studies
. With decreasing level of albumin a
surge in TSH level is seen attributed to increase in
protein loss leading to decreased serum level of T3,
T4 and compensatory increase in TSH level by
pituitary .
The study design was limited by small sample
size and inability to estimate the 24 hour urinary free
T3, free T4 and Thyroid binding globulin. Lack of
follow up and causal relationship mechanism
between SRNS and hypothyroidism were other
limiting factors.
CONCLUSION :
The prevalence of both overt and subclinical
form of hypothyroidism of non-autoimmune origin
seems to be higher in idiopathic steroid resistant
nephrotic syndrome.
An early age of onset, long duration of nephrotic
syndrome, low serum albumin and non-remission
status of SRNS are importantly associated risk
factors. Hypothyroid state may improve with
remission, whereas early treatment with thyrid
hormone may be considered in younger subjects.
The study recommends routine thyroid function
tests to be performed in steroid resistant nephrotic
syndrome patients. Also, overt and subclinical
hypothyroidism should be treated with thyroid
replacement therapy.
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
Awareness and Practices of First Aid for Common Medical Emergencies Among
Late Adolescent Medical Students at SMS Medical College, Jaipur
Rajiv Mahatma*, Mahesh C. Verma**, Arvind Gait*,
Shyam Lal Meena*, Amrita Jain***

ABSTRACT
Background : First aid is applied to injured or ill
persons in any health threatening situations in order to
save life, prevent degradation of the situation or
contribute to a treatment process before professional
medical care is available.
Objective : The Assessment of the awareness
and practices of First Aid for common medical
emergencies among late adolescent medical students.
Methodology : This Cross Sectional
Observational study was conducted among late
adolescents newly admitted medical students of batch
2018 at the time of medical examination at SMS
Medical College, Jaipur. Target sample size came to
be 160 out of 250 students. Data was collected using
pretested predesigned written questionnaire. Based
on the scores obtained in each condition requiring
First Aid for common medical emergencies, the
overall Awareness and Practices was graded as good,
moderate and poor. All data were analyzed by
Microsoft Excel and Primer software.
Results : Mean age of student was 18.35 ± 0.68
years. Most of them were Male (56.25%). 60%
students had good, 34.68% had moderate and 5.62%
had poor scores of Awareness about First Aid. 12.50%
students had good, 76.87% had moderate and 10.63%

had poor scores of Practice about First Aid.
Significant association between Gender and Age with
Awareness & Practice regarding First Aid was found.
Conclusion : The level of knowledge about first
aid was not satisfactory among most of the students.
Study identified the need for introducing formal First
Aid training sessions for medical students in the
medical curriculum.
Keywords : Late adolescent, First Aid, Medical
students.
INTRODUCTION :
First Aid is the providing of first and early care
for an illness or injury, by a non-expert but trained
person, till medical treatment can be accessed.
Immediate First Aid when provided to patients who
require emergency care makes a huge difference to
the outcome1 and may obviate the need to visit a
hospital or clinic, lessening demand on medical
facilities. Many experts believe that even a limited
understanding of First Aid would be an invaluable
service to individuals who find themselves in
emergency situations. First Aid training courses are
suitable for the people across the world, belonging to
different age groups of more than 10 years. Essential
First Aid training will offer them the “A B C” of
treatment and guiding principles of most minor
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injuries and emergency medical conditions. The skills
building in First Aid with the vulnerable people can
help to build a safer and healthy community.
A basic knowledge and understanding of First
Aid can be crucial for individuals to be able to provide
emergency care in case of an accidental event by
saving lives and minimizing injuries.
Glendon et al2 suggested that the teaching of
First Aid to students is probably cost-effective in
terms of saving lives and First Aid should be taught
within schools. Engeland et al (2002)3 studied the
implementation of training of First Aid to junior high
school students to measure the implementation of the
program for teachers and their students’ about
attitudes and knowledge of First Aid and found that
students whose teachers implemented the program
enthusiastically, had better attitudes toward First Aid
implementation and were more knowledgeable in
4
First Aid .
At some point in the medical curriculum
students are being taught how to handle emergencies
in a hospital emergency setting where drugs and other
necessities are available. However, the adequate
knowledge required for handling an emergency
without hospital setting at the site of the accident or
emergency may not be sufficient5,6. Studies have
found that the knowledge of first aid amongst new
medical students has always been a neglected subject
so it is not surprising to note that even junior doctors at
certain hospitals cannot perform the first aid skills
7
satisfactorily .
Basic First Aid training regarding Common
Medical Emergencies at a place away from hospital
has never been incorporated in curriculum since
schooling onwards. This study was conducted to
assess the awareness and practices among the late
adolescentMedical Students at the time of their
admission to SMS Medical College, Jaipur for the
assessment of awareness and practices of First Aid for
common medical emergencies like trauma / injuries,
choking, external bleeding (including epistaxis), bites
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

(animals, insects, snake bite etc), burns, drowning,
poisoning and general medical complications of
fever, vomiting, gastroenteritis, heart attack, seizures
etc.
MATERIAL AND METHODS :
This Cross Sectional Observational study was
conducted among late adolescents newly admitted
medical students of batch 2018 at the time of medical
examination at SMS Medical College, Jaipur with
Aim and Objectives toassess their Awareness and
Practices about First Aid of Common Medical
Emergencies and the factors associated with it, from
July 2018 to September 2018.
All new entrant in Late Adolescent age group i.e.
16-19 yrs and willing to participate in study were
taken for study (160 out of 250 total new entrant 2018
batch).
A detailed plan of the study was explained to
students under study. A pretested predesigned written
questionnaire [based on American Red Cross
Standard First Aid book and modified &validated]
was used to assess their Awareness and Practice about
First Aid of common medical emergencies like
trauma/injuries, choking, external bleeding
(including epistaxis), bites (animals, insects, snake
bite etc), burns, drowning, poisoning and general
medical complications of fever, vomiting,
gastroenteritis, blood pressure, heart attack, seizures
etc Sufficient time was given to the students for reply
of the questions.
Data collected and entered into Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet to make a master chart. Primer software
was used for statistical calculations and data is
presented in the form of tables and graphs.
Operational definitions for study : 1.

Awareness : Awareness refers to expertise &
skills acquired by a person through education &
experience the theoretical or practical
understanding of subject.
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2.

Practices : Practice refers to judgment of senior
secondary school going adolescent regarding
the management of First Aid emergencies.

3.

First Aid : First Aid refers to immediate care
given to a school going adolescent by any person
(student or teacher) to a person who has been
met with an accident or suddenly ill.

4.

Common medical emergencies : Emergency
refers to common medical emergencies like
trauma / injuries, choking, external bleeding
(including epistaxis), bites (animals, insects,
snake bite etc), burns, drowning, poisoning and
general medical complications of fever,
vomiting, gastroenteritis, blood pressure, heart
attack, seizures etc among secondary school
children.

RESULTS :
Mean age of the students’ was 18.35±0.68 years.
Most of the students were Male 56.25%. Among all
Students, 60.00% had Good, 34.68% had Moderate
and 5.62% had Poor scores of Awareness about First
Aid for common medical emergencies (Table 1).
Practice Scores about First Aid for common medical
emergencies among the Students’ was Good in
12.50% only followed by 76.87% Moderate and
10.63% Poor score. There was significant association
between gender and age with Awareness & Practice
regarding First Aidfor common medical emergencies
was found (Table 2).
Awareness Scores of First Aid for different
Medical Emergencies were good in majority
participants (ranging from 45% to 78%) whereas
Practice scores for various medical emergencies were
good only in8% to 14% participants (Table 3).

Table 1 : First Aid Awareness-Scores among Medical Students
Variables

Good
(>22)

Moderate
(15-22)

Poor
(<15)

Total

Number (%)

Number (%)

Number (%)

Number (%)

96 (60)

55 (34.38)

9 (5.62)

160 (100)

Male

40 (44.44)

45 (50.00)

5 (5.56)

90 (56.25)

22.908

Female

56 (80.00)

10 (14.29)

4 (5.71)

70 (43.75)

<0.000

16-17

6 (28.57)

12 (57.14)

3 (14.29)

21 (13.13)

10.848

18-19

90 (64.75)

43 (30.94)

6 (4.32)

139 (86.87)

0.004

Nuclear

51 (55.43)

37 (40.22)

4 (4.35)

92 (57.5)

3.529

Joint

45 (66.18)

18 (26.47)

5 (7.35)

68 (42.5)

0.171

Total

Chi Square
P value

Gender

Age (18.35 ± 0.68)

Family Type
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Table 2 : First Aid Practice - Scores among Medical Students
Variables

Good
(>25)

Moderate
(20-25)

Poor
(<20)

Total

Number (%)

Number (%)

Number (%)

Number (%)

20 (12.5)

123 (76.88)

17 (10.63)

160 (100)

17 (18.89)

57 (63.33)

16 (17.78)

90 (56.25)

21.53

3 (4.29)

66 (94.29)

1 (1.43)

70 (43.75)

<0.000

16-17

5 (23.81)

10 (47.62)

6 (28.57)

21 (13.13)

12.492

18-19

15 (10.79)

113 (81.29)

11 (7.91)

139 (86.87)

0.002

8 (8.70)

73 (79.35)

11 (11.96)

92 (57.5)

3.04

12 (17.65)

50 (73.53)

6 (8.82)

68 (42.5)

0.219

TOTAL

Chi Square
P value

Gender
Male
Female
Age (18.35 ± 0.68 )

Family Type
Nuclear
Joint

Table 3: Awareness and Practices Scores of First Aid for Common Medical Emergencies.
Medical Emergencies

Awareness
Good
Score

Not
Good
Score

N (%)

N (%)

General First Aid

125(78)

35(22)

Injuries

112(70)

Choking

Practices
Good
Score

Not
Good
Score

N (%)

N (%)

160

30(19)

130(81)

160

48(30)

160

25(16)

135(84)

160

84(53)

76(47)

160

19(12)

141(88)

160

Bleeding

109(68)

51(32)

160

21(13)

139(87)

160

Bites (Animal & Insect)

87(54)

73(46)

160

23(14)

137(86)

160

Burn

92(57)

68(43)

160

18(11)

142(89)

160

Drowning

89(56)

71(44)

160

14(9)

146(91)

160

Poisoning

96(60)

64(40)

160

12(8)

148(92)

160

Other Medical Emergencies

72(45)

88(55)

160

18(11)

142(89)

160
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Figure 1 : First Aid Awareness - Scores among Medical Students
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Figure - 2. First Aid Practice - Scores among Medical Students
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DISCUSSION :

This study shows students’ score of First Aid
Awareness for common medical emergencies (60%)
was goodthan Practice(12.5%), which is comparable
8
with study by Deepak et al(2012) who concluded that
62% participant had good Awareness (knowledge)
followed by 38% had average Awareness
(knowledge).

satisfactory among most of the students. Our study
identifies the need for introducing formal first aid
training sessions for new medical students as a felt
need in the medical curriculum.
LIMITATIONS :
1.

First Aid is a multifaceted concept and
encompasses a vast array of interpretations, so it
becomes extremely challenging to give equal
treatment and justice to different shades of First
Aid Management of Common Medical
Emergencies. Thus, the study restricts to the
First Aid of common medical emergencies from
general public's point of view and the
information obtained is related to the common
medical emergencies and their First Aid
management among late adolescent students
only.

2.

This study was conducted at S.M.S. Medical
College, Jaipur among new entrant late
adolescent students of batch 2018 hence the
findings may not be actual reflection of the
adolescent population of the Jaipur city. A new
study for the same can be planned in future on a
bigger scale involving the entire target
population of the adolescents of urban and rural
areas of the city.

3.

Time constrain was another limitation of this
study and it would have been better with pre and
post training analysis type of study with ample
of time.

Our study found that females had slightly better
Awareness about first aid than males, which is similar
to the findings of the studies, by Khan et al (Karachi9
10
2010) and Mejia CR, et al (Peru- 2011) , they found a
significant association between awareness about first
aid and female gender.
First Aid Awarenessfor common medical
emergencies were significantly better in 18-19yrs age
group than 16-17yrs age group which is significant
(p-value<0.05) and comparable with the study by
11
Mobarak et al (Saudi Arabia- 2015) , their study
found a significant association between awareness
about first aid and increasing age of students.
Our study shows majority of the students had
adequate awareness about First Aid in different
medical emergencies (Good score – 45% to 78%)
which is in contrast to the study by Mobarak et al
(Saudi Arabia- 2015)11 who suggested that, the first
aid preparedness in the Saudi student community is
inadequate.
Our study found First Aid Practices in different
type of medical emergencies is lower (Good score 12.5% only) and similar to study done by Khan A. et al
in Karachi9 (Good score - 7.7%) and Li et al12 in China
(Good score - 3.7% among school staff). Both of the
authors found the inadequacy in knowledge and skills
of First Aid in common medical emergencies and
recommended proper training programs (both theory
and practical) for participants.
CONCLUSION :
The level of Awareness and Practices about First
Aid for common medical emergencies was not
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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CASE REPORT
Pseudo-Hydrophobia : A Case Report
Mahesh C. Verma*, Rajiv Mahatma**, Arvind Gait**, Shyam Lal Meena**, Nikita Sharma***

ABSTRACT :
An 18 year male hosteller student with complain
of nausea, vomiting and altered sensorium one week
after stray dog bite (Grade 3 on 14th November,
2017,took 3 doses of Anti Rabies Vaccine (ARV) at
anti-rabies clinic) was admitted at medicine unit, later
shifted to Isolation ward of S.M.S. Hospital, Jaipur as
a probable case of Hydrophobia (24 November 2017).
All systemic examinations were normal except
altered sensorium and orientation with sluggish
motor activity and deep tendon reflexes. All relevant
investigations were normal .Vital parameters were
stable but general condition was not satisfactory
which persisted for 3 days. On personal care by his
parents (26 November onwards) his oral acceptance,
verbal response and motor activity improved, later
discharged on request (29 November)
Diagnosis of Phobic–reaction (Pseudohydrophobia) was made after excluding Viral
Encephalo-myelitis (Rabies and other), Tetanus and
Psychiatric disorders.
Though hydrophobia is a cardinal sign of human
rabies but health care providers need to observe each
case sincerely as cases of Pseudo-hydrophobia or
Phobic reaction after animal bite are not uncommon
in India. Human rabies is 100% fatal with limitation
of ante mortem diagnosis a consistent keen
observation of symptoms is essential to avoid
misdiagnosis.
Keywords : Hydrophobia, Human-Rabies,

Rapid Fluorescent Focus Inhibition Test (RFFIT),
Real Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR),
Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT).
INTRODUCTION
Human Rabies is an acute progressive, fatal
encephalomyelitis. This zoonotic disease causes an
1
estimated 61000 human global deaths annually
mostly in Asia and Africa. A national multi centric
epidemiological survey (2003) projected about 20000
2,3
human deaths every year due to rabies in India . Two
distinct forms of rabies-furious and paralytic( mimics
Guillan-barree Syndrome ) are recognised in humans.
The furious or encephalitic form, which constitutes
about 80% of human rabies cases, is primarily
diagnosed clinically based on cardinal signs and
symptoms of Hydrophobia, Aerophobia, photophobia
and difficulty in swallowing even liquids, can make a
clinician instantly think of Rabies. Facilities for ante
mortem laboratory diagnosis of human rabies are
restricted. Moreover, even in laboratories with
existing facilities, rabies diagnosis poses a challenge
due to lack of simple, sensitive and costeffective
4
methods . Immunological tests for rabies
confirmation are done at a very few apex institute like
NIMHANS, Bangalore5-7.
It is an acceptable and recommended practice to
diagnose human rabies clinically. The phobia of
imminent mortality and risk of transmission of rabies
infection among attendants and medical personnel
often leads to their apathy and neglect of patient
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affecting management as well as diagnosis in some
cases. There was such an instance at a tertiary care
teaching hospital where on the basis of clinical
diagnosis a neurotic patient complained of difficulty
in feeding along with history of recent dog bite, was
mislabelled as probable Hydrophobia (Human
Rabies). Hence an effort is made to present a case of
pseudo-hydrophobia so that awareness could be
generated among health care providers.
CASE HISTORY :
An 18 year old male adolescent hosteller student
at Jaipur (resident of Haryana) complained of nausea
and vomiting (22nd November2017) following a
history of grade 3rdstray dog bite (14 November
2017, 3 doses of ARV taken) took treatment from
campus dispensary, and got referred to S.M.S.
hospital. He was admitted in Medicine Unit (23rd
November) for nausea, vomiting and altered
sensorium later he got discharged against medical
advice (LAMA) and reported at Fortis Hospital from
there he was referred back to S.M.S. hospital for
admission in Medical Unit on 24 November at 9:13
pm, later at 10:30 pm shifted to Isolation ward as
probable case of Hydrophobia.
On General Physical Examination, the patient
was conscious and vitals were stable (94pulses/min.,
temperature 38°C, BP-126/86 mm Hg). He was found
to be having abnormal behaviour and disoriented to
time, place and person, not taken any food since last
three days. There was no muscle spasm, no
convulsions, no photophobia, and no aerophobia.
SYSTEMIC Examinations were within normal
limit and CNS Examination revealed, disturbed
orientation and abnormal behavior with vague and
irrelevant speech. Cranial Nerve and eyes were
normal while on motor system examination all
movements were present in all 4 limbs with sluggish
power, deep tendon reflex were sluggish and bilateral
Planter reflex – showed withdrawal response. Neckrigidity was absent. No abnormality was detected on
Sensory system examination.
73

INVESTIGATIONS : Haematological-profile,
Urine Examination and Biochemical investigations
were in normal range. Chest-X-ray, E.C.G. and C.S.F.
Examination were also within normal limits whereas
M.R.I. showed normal Brain & cervical Spine with
suspected Myelitis at D7-8 (non significant) RT- PCR
Tests for HSV I, II and EBV were Negative.
RABIES SPECIFIC tests (RFFIT & RT PCR) –
couldn’t be done due to non availability.
TREATMENT included IV Fluids, Antibiotics,
Antiviral, Sedatives, Symptomatic and Supportive
care.
PROGRESS OF PATIENT :
The general condition of the patient was not
satisfactory at the time of admission and presenting
complaints of nausea, vomiting, difficulty in feeding,
altered behaviour and sensorium persisted for 3 days
(23/11/17 to 25/11/17). On 26/11/17 his parents
arrived from Haryana and looked after him personally
and his general condition started improving. On
27/11/17 oral acceptance and verbal response of
patient improved, later on 28/11/17 he was shifted to
cottage ward and finally discharged (DOR) on
29/11/17.
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS :
Included Rabies-Encephalo-myelitis, Other
Viral Enchephalo-Myelitis (Guillan-barree
Syndrome), Tetanus, Psychiatric disorder and
Phobic-Reaction (Pseudo-hydrophobia)
RESULT :
Diagnosis of Phobic-reaction (“PSEUDO8,9
HYDROPHOBIA’’) . was made after exclusion of
viral encephalomyelitis (Rabies and others), Tetanus
and psychiatric disorders.
DISCUSSION :
Age old diagnosis of Furious type of human
rabies encephalitis is based on classical clinical
features of Aerophobia, Hydrophobia, and unable to
take feed (Pharyngeal muscle spasm) following the
history of animal bite, where as Silent or Paralytic
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020
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type of human rabies is diagnosed on the basis of
muscular weakness and paralysis (Quadriparesis
/Hemiparesis mimicking Guillan-barree Syndrome).
Routine laboratory investigations are mostly nondiagnostic (Hyponatremia May Be Present) where as
C.S.F exanimation may show Moderate
Lymphocytosis (5-30) and Moderate Increase in
Proteins (Less than 100mg/dl).
Use of RABIES SPECIFIC IMMUNO-ASSAY
for Ante-mortem diagnosis of human rabies is limited
and restricted (performed only at Neuro-virology lab
of NIMHANS Bangalore, WHO Collaborative centre
for rabies in INDIA). RFFIT (rapid fluorescent focus
inhibition test for viral RNA detection) and RT-PCR
(real time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction for viral RNA detection) are tests with
6,7
success rate of only 25 -41% . Samples required are
of Serum, Saliva, Tears, CSF and nuchal skin tissue
biopsy.
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Post-mortem diagnosis of human rabies is done
by FAT (Fluorescent Antibody Test for Rabies
Nucleoprotein Antigen) is GOLD STANDARD test,
is done by detecting Negri bodies in autopsy brain
tissue sample.
CONCLUSION :
Though hydrophobia is a cardinal sign of human
rabies but health care providers need to observe each
case sincerely as cases of Pseudo-hydrophobia or
phobic reaction after animal bite are not uncommon.
Since Human rabies is 100% fatal with limitation of
ante mortem diagnosis, a consistent keen observation
of symptoms is essential to avoid misdiagnosis9-10.
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Cannon Ball Opacities in Chest from Primary Lung Cancer : A Rare Presentation
Aashish Kumar Singh*, Mohammed Javed Quereshi*, Jai Kumar Gaur**

ABSTRACT
Cannon ball opacities in lungs are usual
manifestation of secondary's arising due to extrathoracic malignancy. We report a rare case of primary
lung cancer with canon ball opacities in a 62-year-old
male smoker.
Keywords : Cannon ball, secondary,
malignancy, smoker
INTRODUCTION
Global incidence of new lung cancer in the year
2018 was 2.93 million (11.6% of total cancer burden)
with mortality of 1.76 million (18.4% of the total),
according to most recent estimate of GLOBOCAN
series published by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer1. According to same report, there
were annually more than 58,000 new cases of lung
cancer and 51,000 deaths occurring due to lung cancer
in India. Most of the primary lung cancer present lung
metastasis as cavitatory, nodular, miliary,
lymphangitis carcinomatosis, while canon ball
metastasis is a rare presentation.
CASE REPORT
A 62-year-old male presented to our department
with complaint of dry cough, exertional
breathlessness and fever off and on since last 6

months. He was a farmer by profession, smoker and
non alcoholic. He was diagnosed as pulmonary
tuberculosis by a physician and was on antitubercular treatment since last four months without
any response. General physical examination revealed
grade 2 digital clubbing. His routine blood
investigations were within normal limits and was
non-reactive to HIV. Sputum smear and CBNAAT
(catridge based nuclic acid amplification test) were
negative for acid-fast bacilli (AFB) and
mycobacterial tuberculosis. His vitals and other
systemic (cardiac, skeletal, gastrointestinal and
genito-urinary) examinations were unremarkable.
Chest radiograph showed bilateral cannon ball
opacities and a large mass in right paracardiac region
[Figure 1]. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography
(CECT) of chest showed multiple hypodense welldefined round lesions in both lung fields and a large
lung mass in right parahilar mass with multiple
mediastinal enlarged lymph nodes [Figure 2,3].
CECT of abdomen was normal. Fiberoptic
bronchoscopy revealed patent airways and a bulge at
carina from which transbronchial needle aspiration
(TBNA) was done and the result came to be
inconclusive. CT-guided biopsy from the lung mass
revealed squamous cell carcinoma.
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Figure-1 : Bilateral cannon ball opacities and a large
mass in right paracardiac region

Figure-2 : CECT chest showing multiple hypodense
well-defined round lesions in both lung fields and a
large lung mass in right parahilar mass
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

Figure-3 : CECT chest showing multiple hypodense
well-defined round lesions in both lung fields
DISCUSSION
Multiple pulmonary nodules or cannonball-like
opacities in lung particularly originates from
malignancies like hypernephroma, seminoma,
sarcoma, colon, prostrate and breast carcinoma
wherein primary is clinically evident. The other
differential could be fungal infection, hydatid disease,
rheumatoid nodules, wegener's granulomatosis and
2,3
pulmonary tuberculosis . On the contrary,
radiological manifestation of cannon ball opacities
from primary lung cancer as noted in this case is a rare
occurrence. The mechanisms through which cancer
spread to the lungs in our case could be through
bloodstream and lymphatic system. It is not
surprising to note that our patient was initially
diagnosed as pulmonary tuberculosis. Since the
symptoms of both entities are similar and in a
resource-limited high-burden country it is not
76
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uncommon to find lung cancer being treated as
tuberculosis. This often leads to delay with
consequential poor prognosis. In conclusion timely
referral to higher centres may possibly lead to early
diagnosis and treatment.
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Bosma Arhinia Microphthalmia Syndrome [BAMS] : A Case Report
Sharad Bansal*, Rambabu Sharma**, Narendra Jangid***

ABSTRACT :
Bosma Arhinia Micropthalmia Syndrome
[BAMS] is an extremely rare genetic syndrome with
characteristic major features of complete absence or
hypoplastic nose, eye defect and absent sexual
maturation. BAMS is usually caused by mutations in
the SMCHD1 Gene. Fewer than 50 cases of BAMS
have been reported in the literature.
Herein we report a case of BAMS in newborn
with classical features of underdeveloped nose,
bilateral choanal atresia, bilateral coloboma, cleft
palate, undescended testis and micropenis.
Keywords : Hypoplastic nose, Micropenis,
Coloboma, choanal atresia
INTRODUCTION :
Bosma Arhinia Micropthalmia Syndrome
[BAMS] is an extremely rare and striking genetic
disorder with fewer than 50 case reports and series.
Bosma arhinia microphthalmia syndrome (Bosma)
describes an extremely rare constellation of findings
characterized by congenital arhinia associated with
microphthamia, colobomas, hypogonadism but
normal brain structure and intact intellect. Brasseur et
1
al. tabulated the clinical findings from 14 reported
BAMS patients and suggested that the criteria for
BAMS should include arhinia, midface hypoplasia
(hypoplastic maxilla), and normal cognition, as well
as hypogonadotropic hypogonadism in males.
Microphthalmia with or without coloboma, higharched palate, anosmia, absent paranasal sinuses, and

absent olfactory bulbs would also be important
findings.
2

Bosma et al. delineated a syndrome affecting
two unrelated males with congenital arihinia or severe
hypoplasia of the nose, eyes defects, palatal
abnormalities, deficient taste and smell, micropenis
with cryptorchidism, and normal intelligence. During
embryonic development, the nasal placodes form 28
days after conception shortly after the optic vesicles
makes contact with the overlying surface ectoderm at
26–27 days, and both layers invaginate to form the
eyes between34 and 44 days. Mice with homozygous
mutations of Pax6, manifest underdevelopment of
ocular and nasal structures, and a network of
developmentally regulated genes function
downstream of Pax6 to form nasal, ocular, and
pituitary structures. These genes represent candidate
genes for this disorder, and familial recurrence of
Bosma syndrome has been reported to occur.
BAMS is caused by mutations in Structural
maintenance of chromosomes flexible hinge domaincontaining 1 (SMCHD1) gene that occur in the egg or
sperm so that it is not inherited from parents. Changes
in this gene may lead to abnormal development of
face and head and because of abnormal nasal
development may affect gonadotropic releasing
hormone {GnRH} which could explain
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism in BAMS patients3.
Gordon et al4. performed whole exome
sequencing and/or Sanger sequencing in 14 probands
with arhinia. They identified mutations in the
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SMCHD1 gene in all 14 probands. The mutations
were shown to have occurred de novo in the 11
families for which DNA was available from the
parents; all occurred at highly conserved residues
within the ATPase domain and none was found in
public variant databases. Functional analysis by
Gordon et al. (2017) was consistent with gain-offunction or neomorphic activity by the BAMSassociated missense variants.
In BAMS, Arhinia can be diagnosed prenatally.
Diagnosis of BAMS should need a team of a medical
geneticist, pediatrician, or other pediatric
subspecialist. Molecular genetic testing to specific
confirmation changes in the SMCHD1 gene is
available at specialized laboratories4. Herein we
report a case of BAMS with classical features of this
syndrome.

Figure 1 : Showing underdevelopment nose with
coanal atresia

CASE HISTORY :
A 23 year old female, non-consanguineous
marriage, primigravida, came to the obstetric
department of Gangori hospital attached to SMS
Medical College, Jaipur for routine antenatal checkup. No previous history of fever, rash or teratogenic
drug consumption during pregnancy and had attended
antenatal check-ups regularly. TORCH screen, HIV
and hepatitis B surface antigen (HBs Ag) test results
were negative. Ultrasound was done as a routine, no
abnormalities have been detected. Later on a
spontaneous vaginal delivery occurred at 33th week
gestation yielded a malformed newborn 1.200kg
weight with severe hypoplastic nose and respiratory
distress.

Figure 2 : Showing underdevelopment genitals

On external examination small head size [head
circumference: 26cm], Bilateral choanal atresia with
hypoplastic nose with cleft palate with right sided
undescended testis with small penis [extended length:
1.2cm] [Figure 1,2,3], abdomen was distended but
soft. Due to respiratory failure, baby was to put on
ventilator. As the newborn was not stable vitally so it
was difficult to operate for bilateral choanal atresia.
Figure 3 : Full image of baby
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On ophthalmic examination bilateral coloboma
was found. Ultrasonography of whole abdomen was
done where right testis was not visualized and in brain
ultrasound semilobar holoprosencephaly was found.
TORCH profile was negative. Karyotyping was
negative. Baby was expired on day 4 of life due to
sepsis, disseminated intravascular coagulation,
respiratory failure and shock.
DISCUSSION :
Bosma Arhinia Micropthmia Syndrome is a
complex congenital extremely rare genetic disorder.
Synonyms of Bosma Arhinia Microphthalmia
Syndrome are Gifford-Bosma syndrome, Bosma
syndrome, Ruprecht Majewski syndrome, Arhinia,
choanal atresia, microphthalmia, and
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism and BAM
syndrome.
5

Shaw et al . Summarized the clinical findings in
40 patients from 38 families with arhinia. All affected
individuals had complete arhinia, accompanied in
most cases by other craniofacial abnormalities,
including high-arched or cleft palate, absent
paranasal sinuses, hypoplastic maxilla, nasolacrimal
duct stenosis or atresia, and choanal atresia. Ocular
phenotypes included anophthalmia or
microphthalmia (77%), uveal coloboma (79%) and
cataract (53%), and 6 patients had normal eye
anatomy and vision. Dysmorphic pinnae or low-set
ears were seen in 41%. of 31 assessable subjects (22
male and 9 female), 97% demonstrated
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism (HH), and the 7
subjects for whom brain MRI data were available had
no olfactory structures. SMCHD1 have an important
role in epigenetic silencing and normal mammalian
development. SMCHD1 mutations cause
facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy type 2
(FSHD2) lead to loss of function epigenetic
mechanism. While missense mutations in the
epigenetic regulator SMCHD1 mapping to the
extended ATPase domain of the encoded protein
cause BAMS also.
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

Prenatal diagnosis of nasal aplasia in a male with
associated microphthalmia with microcornea was
6
7
reported by Cusick et al . [2000], and Olsen et al .
[2001] reported prenatal diagnosis of a female with
nasal aplasia and bilateral iris colobomata with
8
hypertelorism. Mc Glone [2003] reported a male
with arhinia, rightsided optic atrophy, single central
incisor, hypogonadotropic hypogonadism,
micropenis with cryptorchidism and described
associated findings in 27 reported cases, and by 2005
there were 30 reported cases [Shino et al9., 2005].
In our case we found all major features of
BAMS. These major features were facial and head
abnormality including microcephaly, cleft palate,
severe hypoplastic nose, bilateral choanal atresia and
sex immaturityincludes hypogonadotropic
hypogonadism, micropenis and undesendedtestis and
in eyes abnormalities bilateral coloboma were
2,3
present . Karyotyping of baby was negative.
CONCLUSION :
BAMS is a rare genetic syndrome and arhinia
can be diagnosed prenatally. We should also aware
classical feature of underdeveloped nose, bilateral
choanal atresia, bilateral coloboma, cleft palate,
undescended testis and micropenis. Diagnosis of
BAMS should need a team of a medical geneticist,
pediatrician, or otherpediatric subspecialist. Parents
should be counselled about the outcome of child.
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Partial Molar Pregnancy with Live Fetus - Rare Case Report
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INTRODUCTION :

2

pregnancy .

Partial molar pregnancy has a triploid karyotype
of 69XXX, 69XXY, or 69XYY and is also referred to
as “triploidy.” Most partial moles have one set of
maternal chromosomes and two sets of paternal
chromosomes, resulting from fertilization of a normal
ovum by two haploid sperm. Triploidy of maternal
origin is not associated with gestational trophoblastic
disease.

3

Incidence is1in 20000to1in 100000 .

Pathologically, partial molar pregnancy has
well-developed but generally anomalous (triploid)
fetal tissues. Hydropic degeneration of placental villi
1
is focal, interspersed with normal placental villi .
CASE HISTORY :
A 22 years old primi-gravida with 10 weeks of
amenorrhea and complains of bleeding PV (2 days) &
nausea – vomiting (2 weeks) presented for antenatal
ultrasound scan. Her previous medical history or
family history was not significant. On ultrasound
single live fetus (10 weeks) with unstable
presentation observed (Figure 1, 2). There was
enlarged posterior placenta with numerous small
cysts (Figure 3). No other separate normal placental
tissue was detected. Subchorionic haemorrhage was
also present measuring (56X21 mm) (Figure 4). Beta
–HCG level of patient was 64000 mIU/mL.

Figure 1 : USG image showing 10 weeks fetus

DISCUSSON :
Partial hydatidiform mole(PHM) with a
singleton live fetus is a rare condition. It is commonly
seen with twin gestation and it is rare with singleton

Figure 2 : USG image showing enlarged placenta
with numerous small cysts and fetus
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Figure 3 : M mode image showing cardiac activity in fetus

Figure 4 : Showing Subchorionic heamorrhage
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Epidermoid Cyst Neck : An Unusual Presentation as Giant Lateral Neck Mass
Nand Kishor Lohar*, Sunil Samdani**, Vishram Gurjar*, Sunita Agarwal**

ABSTRACT :
Cystic masses of neck consist of a variety of
pathologic entities with the vast majority of the
lesions ultimately proven to be benign. The age of
presentation, location and clinical examination
narrow down the differential diagnosis. Epidermoid
cysts are one of such cystic benign lesions that are
histologically characterized by an epithelial-lined
wall that may be partly keratinized, with no evidence
of skin appendages. They are relatively less common
in the head–neck region, hence are liable to be
misdiagnosed. A conventional epidermoid cyst rarely
reaches a size of more than 5 cm in diameter. Though
giant epidermoid cysts have been mentioned in the
literature earlier, here we are presenting the case of an
unusual site for the occurrence of such a giant
epidermoid cyst. The aim of this case report is to
highlight the presentation of epidermoid cysts as a
differential diagnosis for lateral head and neck
masses.
Key words : Epidermoid cyst, dermoid cyst,
giant, rare, Head & Neck.
INTRODUCTION :
Cystic lesions in the neck are common.
Epidermoid cysts are slow growing benign lesions.
On the basis of histological features they can be
categorised into (A) cystic spaces lined by simple
squamous epithelium- Epidermoid cyst, (B)
containing skin adnexa- ‘‘True’’ dermoid cyst or (C)

tissues of all three germ layers, like muscle, teeth,
bone, cartilage etc- Teratoid cyst. In various
literatures, the term ‘‘dermoid cyst” commonly used
to denote any of these three histologically distinct
entities. They are less common in head neck region,
1
constitutes 1.6–6.9% of all cysts .
Epidermoid cysts are relatively less common in
the head and neck region, hence are likely to be
misdiagnosed. Giant epidermoid cysts have been
mentioned in the literature earlier, here we are
presenting the case of an unusual site for the
occurrence of such a giant epidermoid cyst. The aim
of this case report is to highlight the unusual
presentation of epidermoid cyst as a giant lateral neck
mass, so that we can consider it in differential
diagnosis of neck masses. We are presenting a long
standing giant neck mass which was ignored by the
patient himself as it was asymptomatic except neck
swelling.
CASE REPORT :
A 54-year male presented in ENT OPD with
swelling in left side of neck since 35 years, which was
gradually increasing in size. Patient had no other
significant complaints associated to it. Mass was
extending superiorly till lower border of body of
mandible, inferiorly up to the clavicle, anteriorly upto
midline and posteriorly it was extending just below
the anterior part of trapezius (figure-1). Contrast
enhanced CT revealed large cystic lesion in left side
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of neck measuring approx 12 × 11 × 9cm, displacing
SCM (Sternocliedomastoid) muscle laterally, carotid
sheath posteriomedially and suggested possibility of
lymphangioma (figure-2). Thus, clinical and
radiological evaluation was in favour of
lymphangioma. But pre-operative cytopathological
finding from FNAC was suggestive of benign
epithelial inclusion cyst which was not correlating the
radiological diagnosis.
Intraoperatively, there was a well defined
encapsulated large cystic mass under the SCM muscle
and lateral to carotid sheath. It was extending
superiorly till lower border of body of mandible,
inferiorly limited at upper border of clavicle;
posteriorly it was going under the anterior part of
trapezius muscle. The cyst was such bulky that it was
stretching the SCM and trapezius muscle along with
spinal accessory nerve also. The cyst was excised intoto after sacrificing SCM muscle for better exposure.
Post-operatively histopathological examination of
specimen revealed epidermoid cyst.

separation of ectoderm from mesoderm during 3rd 5th weeks of gestation. The acquired cysts develop as
a result of trapping of epithelial cells into surrounding
tissue after trauma or iatrogenic interventions1,3.
Epidermoid cysts are commonly present as
1
midline masses, at the area of embryonic fusion . In
head-neck they mostly located at floor of mouth in the
midline and lateral eyebrow with usual age of
presentation at the 2nd -3rd decade of life2. Epidermoid
cysts are benign, slow growing, asymptomatic lesions
but can cause dysphagia, dysphonia or dyspnoea after
significant enlargement by exerting pressure on
surrounding structures. Size may vary from a few
millimetres to a few centimetres but when the size
exceeds 5cm, they refer as a ‘giant cyst’4.
Our case is unique because it is presenting as a
giant lateral neck mass, which is rare in the term of
location and size of epidermoid cyst (figure-1, 2).
Lymphangioma and second branchial cleft cysts are
important differential diagnosis in our case because of
the identical location in the neck.

DISCUSSION :
Conventionally neck swellings classified on the
basis of presentation site as midline or lateral neck
swellings and on the basis of consistency cystic or
solid swellings. Cystic lesions in the neck are
common. The common cystic lesions in midline of the
neck are sublingual dermoid, submental
lymphadenopathy, subhyoid bursitis, thyroglossal
cyst, thyroid cyst. Common lateral cystic neck
swellings are cystic hygromas, branchial cleft cysts,
bronchogenic cysts, sternomastoid tumors and
laryngocele2. The importance of this location based
division is mainly for making provisional diagnosis
because normally lesions founds at their
characteristic locations in the neck.
The dermoid and epidermoid cysts may be
congenital or acquired. Mostly dermoid cysts are
congenital whereas epidermoid cysts are acquired.
Congenital cysts take origin either due to
sequestration of ectodermal tissue or due to failure of
85

Figure 1 : Epidermoid cyst neck presented as giant
lateral neck mass
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The rate of malignant transformation is higher in
dermoid (2%) as compare to epidermoid cyst (0.0110.045%), so histopathological differentiation should
be done to rule out probability of malignant
transformation1.
CONCLUSION
We conclude, epidermoid cysts are relatively
less common lesions in the head–neck region, hence
are liable to be misdiagnosed. The chance of
diagnostic dilemma may assume manifold owing to
the unusual and misleading clinical presentations.
FNAC and CT scan provide helpful information for
better management. Epidermoid cyst can be an
unusual presentation with lateral neck mass also so
we should always keep in mind an epidermoid cyst as
a differential diagnosis at the time of making
diagnosis and planning for surgical management.
Figure 2 : CT scan neck (coronal and axial) showing
hypo-attenuated cystic neck mass
Diagnosis of the epidermoid cyst is made mainly
by combination of imaging and FNAC, followed by
excision biopsy. Imaging in the form of CT typically
shows hypo-attenuating lesion (0-18 HU). Diagnostic
fat-fluid level and pathognomonic “sac of marble
appearance” (due to coalescence of fat into small
nodule) seen on CT scan2. In our case there was no
specific finding other than hypo-attenuation but
FNAC shows epithelial inclusion cyst which was very
helpful for making diagnosis.
Complications of long standing cysts are
pressure effects due to increase in size, leakage,
inflammation and sometimes secondary infections, so
it is recommended to remove cysts despite of being
5
asymptomatic, to prevent these complications .
Surgical excision is the treatment of choice1.
Recurrence after excision is very less but an infected
5
cyst shows higher rate of recurrence .
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CASE REPORT
Portal Vein Thrombosis - A Rare And Important Cause of
Abdominal Lump in Neonates
Dhan Raj Bagri*, Charu Garg**, J. N. Sharma***

INTRODUCTION : Neonatal portal vein
thrombosis (PVT) previously described by
Thompson and Sherlock as exceedingly rare1 is being
recognized more frequently nowadays. Incidence
varies from 1 in 100,000 live births2 to 36 per 1000
3
NICU admissions . Despite the reported rarity in the
neonatal setting, PVT is the major cause of
extrahepatic portal hypertension and gastrointestinal
4
bleeding in children . Portal vein occlusion associated
with small periportal collaterals is termed as
5
cavernous transformation of the portal vein (CTPV) .
The etiology of neonatal PVT differs from that in
children and adults. In adults PVT is most commonly
secondary to cirrhosis6. PVT is a result of liver
transplantation, intraabdominal sepsis, splenectomy,
sickle cell anemia, and antiphospholipid antibodies in
older children . In about 50% of children with PVT,
7
etiology remains unknown . Mechanicaland chemical
damage to a vessel wall by a catheter is believedto
initiate the thrombotic process, making UVC
8
placementthe major risk factor for PVT . There have
been reports of thrombophilia associated with PVT in
neonates and children. Case series have reported
factor V Leiden, prothrombin gene mutation, protein
C deficiency, protein S deficiency, antithrombin
deficiency, increased factor VIII, methylene
tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) variants with
9
elevated homocysteine, and elevated lipoprotein .

CASE REPORT : A female neonate; normally
delivered at term with birth wt 3.2 kg with no
significant antenatal complaints and no history of
resuscitation or admission at birth and normal
postnatal course with history of passing stool & urine
within 24 hrs of birth and breast fed within 1 hr, was
brought at live day (LD) 28 with chief complaint of
abdominal distension since 3 days which was non
progressive, not associated with respiratory distress
or bowel & bladder problems and no feeding
problems.
Fever with pustules all over the body was
noticed in the baby at LD2 which got relieved by oral
OPD treatment within 4 days. Umblical cord was
normal at birth & fell off at LD12. There is history of
application of ghee for 10-15 days on umblical stump
and ghutti (herbal preparation) was given to the baby
since 5 days before abdominal distension for a total
duration of 7-8 days. The child has no history of
umblical catheterization or umblical sepsis, yellowish
/bluish discoloration of skin, respiratory distress,
bleeding from any sites, rashes, ecchymosis.No
vaccination done and no documentation of inj vitamin
K given at birth.
Primimother of 19 yrs of age has no history of
drug intake, radiation or any other significant illness
except that she had fever on 2nd day of delivery & was
also given 1 unit of PRBC transfusion.
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On General examination crying sucking activity
and neonatal reflexes were normal, craniofacial
configuration was normal with normal genitalia. The
child was afebrile and heart rate was 148/min regular
with all peripheral pulses equally palpable,
respiratory rate was 54/min with no retractions,
Capillary refill time <3 sec on sternum and Spo2 98 %
in right upper & lower limb. Weight on admission was
3.5 kg. Pallor was present. No cyanosis, icterus,
lymphadenopathy or odema seen.
Abdominal distension was noted with no flank
fullness. No dilated veins over abdomen
seen.umblicus centrally placed. The Lump was
incidentally noticed, firm, about lemon size and non
progressive with no skin redness or crying while
touching over the mass.
Abdominal lump was about 5×4 cm firm in
consistency, oblongated, felt in periumbilical region
with no delineated superior margins but inferior
margin well defined, with smooth surface & non
mobile. No signs of redness/ abdominal tenderness
seen. Inferior margins of left lobe of liver could not be
delineated. Tip of spleen was just palpable.Normal
bowel sounds present. No bruit was audible over the
mass. Other system examinations were normal.
Complete blood count on LD 28
depictednormocytic normochromic anaemia (8.7 gm
%), TLC 21000, APC 2.39 lakhs, LDH 357 RFT,
LFT, SE, Serum total protein, PT/PTTK with INR and
total lipid profile were normal. we repeated the
investigations 4 times over a period of 21 days
hospital stay and all above test results were normal .
PBF depicted microcytic hypochromic anemia and
reticulocyte count was 1.2%. CRP was negativewith
blood andnormal urine microscopy and urineculture
and sensitivitysterile. Protien C was 19%, Protien S
was 64% and homocystiene was > 50 micromoles.
USG abdomen on LD 30 revealed portal vein
thrombosis extending from terminal SMV,
confluence to porta hepatis with minimal
ascites.Repeat ultrasound after 15 days suggested
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

splenomegaly with multiple collaterals noted at
splenic hilum, periportal & peripancreatic region with
Increase in no. of collaterals Portal vein is completely
replaced by these periportal collaterals suggestive of
cavernoma. Mild ascites present.
MRI abdomen revealed peri portal thickening
with non visualization of rightt &left portal vein,
main portal vein,splenic vein & superior mesenteric
vein-suggestive of thrombus. CECT abdomen
revealed main portal vein, right & left of portal vein,
splenic vein & terminal part of superior mesenteric
vein not opacified by contrast ? thrombus .
Inj Cefotaxime, vancomycin and metrogyl
given on basis of high TLC and clinical suspicion for
10 days. Inj Vitamin K given.Abdominal lump
gradually disapperared in 10 days. Repeat USG was
done. Cavernoma with thrombous seen. Patient was
started LMWH enoxaparin (1.5mg/kg/dose) bd SC
till LD 45for 10 days during pendency of reports. No
worsening/new symptoms were noticed. PT-INR
&serial USGs were done which didn't show any
adverse events of enoxaparin. Multiple strategies
have been reported in the literature from observation,
anticoagulation, and thrombolysis. The indications
for anticoagulation treatment included the presence
of a second, occlusive thrombus with liver
parenchymal changes or involving two branches of
the portal vein3.
DISCUSSION : The long term follow up and
clinical importance of thrombosis detected on
ultrasound in asymptomatic neonates are not fully
elucidated . The spontaneous regression of catheterrelated thrombi detected on ultrasound has been
reported15. Early spontaneous resolution has been
postulated as a reason why PVT was diagnosed
relatively rarely in the clinical setting of the neonatal
intensive care unit4,14. If the PVT does not resolve, It
may transform into a cavernoma, with dilated
pancreaticoduodenal and prebiliary veins, secondary
8
to portal hypertension . There may be an absence of
clinical and laboratory signs with PVT in the neonate.
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Thrombocytopenia may be seen at the time of
3
diagnosis, but is not specific for PVT . Consumption
from the thrombosis or the concomitant clinical risk
factors for thrombosis, such as sepsis, may explain the
low platelet count in the acute phase. In the late
chronic stage, a low platelet count may be secondary
to hypersplenism with portal hypertension10. In
contrast to adults, liver function is usually normal in
children presenting with PVT. There can be mild liver
biochemical abnormalities in children with PVT8. The
extent to which similar abnormalities occur in
neonates is less clear. Nine out of 133 (7%) neonates
had abnormal liver enzymes as the indication for
ultrasound which identified the PVT3. A grading
system for PVT based on ultrasound findings has
been suggested. Grade 1 PVT was defined as nonocclusive PVT with normal liver parenchyma; grade
2 as occlusive PVT with normal liver parenchyma;
and grade 3 as occlusive PVT with ultrasonographic
abnormalities of the liver parenchyma3.
Investigational radiographic studies in the
diagnosis of PVT include abdominal ultrasound,
computed tomography (CT), angiography, and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Accurate
interpretation of the findings identified by each of
these modalities can be difficult, especially in the
neonates. Ultrasonography has been supplanted by
Doppler ultrasound, which improves assessment by
providing information on portal vein patency and
blood flow characteristics. Doppler ultrasound and
especially color flow Doppler is useful for confirming
the changes in flow patterns around the thrombus and
the resumption of normal flow pattern in follow-up
11
imaging as the thrombosis resolves .
A CT scan accurately identifies PVT and the
presence of collateral vessels but requires exposure to
radiation and the use of intravenous contrast
materials. Similarly, angiogram requires exposure to
radiation and intravenous contrast material. MRI
performs as least as well or better than CT in
diagnosing PVT, without the issues of ionizing
radiation exposure and intravenous contrast11. In
89

comparing the efficacy of imaging techniques in
identifying portal vein patency, Weinreb et al. found
MRI superior to CT in visualizing hepatic
architecture and vascular anatomy and patency in 27
children undergoing evaluation of suspected liver
11
disease .
The role of anticoagulation in PVT management
is unclear. There is an absence of prospective data on
anticoagulation in the literature. Multiple strategies
have been reported in the literature from observation,
anticoagulation, and thrombolysis. The indications
for anticoagulation treatment included the presence
of a second, occlusive thrombus with liver
parenchymal changes or involving two branches of
the portal vein, post cardiac surgery. Dosages and
lengths of treatment varied significantly3. Treatment
of symptomatic acute PVT, extending to the main
portal vein, by means of regional streptokinase
12
infusion has been reported . After initial treatment
with UFH or LMWH, vitamin K antagonists (VKA)
with a target INR of 2-3 could theoretically be used to
continue anticoagulation therapy. However, the use of
warfarin in the neonatal period is problematic.
Formula-fed infants will receive large amounts of
vitamin K, and will be warfarin resistant. Dosing
becomes difficult as there is no commercially
13
available liquid formulation of warfarin .
Given the anticipated difficulties, anticoagulation
with warfarin would not be recommended in the
neonatal period. LMWH may be preferable to UFH if
anticoagulation therapy is used to treat neonatal PVT,
given the predictable pharmacokinetics, reduced
monitoring requirements, and possibly decreased rate
of major bleeding. In a randomized, controlled trial of
therapeutic anticoagulation in children, LMWH
therapy was compared with UFH and VKA for the
treatment of venous thromboembolic events in
children. There was a major bleeding rate of 12.5% in
the UFH/ VKA versus 5.6% in the LMWH arm14. A
major bleeding rate of 0.7% of children treated with
the low molecular weight heparin, enoxaparin, has
been reported15.
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Summary : Neonatal PVT is being increasingly
recognized due to sophisticated and advanced
imaging technologies. There may be no symptoms or
laboratory abnormalities. Some patients may have
accompanying thrombocytopenia or liver serum
biochemical abnormalities. As a result of the lack of
symptoms, the diagnosis may not be suspected.
Umbilical catheterization and sepsis are risk factors
for neonatal PVT. Thrombophilia may be a
contributing risk factor. However, neonatal PVT may
still occur in the absence of risk factors. From the
available literature, there appears to be a good
outcome in the majority of cases followed up to 8
years of age. Non-occlusive thrombosis is more likely
to resolve than occlusive thrombosis. Neonates
should be followed for at least 5 years after PVT to
monitor for the development of portal hypertension in
an attempt to avoid presentation with gastrointestinal
hemorrhage in childhood. The role of anticoagulation
in the management of neonatal PVT is unclear. The
role of thrombophilia in neonatal PVT is unclear.
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CASE REPORT
An Extensive Idiopathic Scrotal Calcinosis : A Case Report
Bhalgat Bhushan Sanjay*, Suresh Singh**, Raj Govind Sharma***,
Pinakin Patel****, Kamal Kishore Lakhera*****

ABSTRACT

CASE REPORT

Idiopathic scrotal calcinosis is a rare condition
developing in scrotum of young individuals due to
deposition of calcium and phosphorus in scrotal wall.
These lesions cause a social stigma for the patients in
Indian society and also due to their indolent nature,
these patients present usually after a decade of
appearance. The diagnosis is histology based and
management is excision of scrotal skin with multiple
ways of closure like primary closure, grafting, thigh
pouch reposition and pedicled inguinal flap. Hereby,
we present a case report of a young male affected by
idiopathic scrotal calcinosis that was managed by
surgical excision and primary closure.

A 25 year old gentleman presented with small
multiple painless small nodules over scrotum which
progressively increased in size and number since
more than a decade. The patient had no itchiness in the
swellings or any discharge through them. The patient
had no history of scrotal trauma, any ulceration over
penis or any inguinal swelling. The patient denied
history of multiple sexual partners as well as any
family history of similar disease. The patient was
sexually active but was also embarrassed about the
increasing number of swelling, which made him show
up to the hospital. On examination, multiple palpable
yellow to brown nodules of an average size of 1 to 2
cm were seen on anterior and lateral parts of both
hemi scrotums. They were all firm in consistency,
well defined and separate from each other. No
tenderness was present in the nodules. Both testes
were palpable separately from the scrotal skin and the
swellings and scrotal wall could be moved easily over
the testicles. There appeared no deformity in the
penis. Ultrasonography of the local part revealed
testes of normal consistency without free fluid in the
tunica vaginal sac. Laboratory evaluation revealed
normal serum phosphorus and calcium level.
Resection of involved scrotal skin with primary
closure of the healthy scrotal skin was performed.
Preoperative photograph is shown in figure1.
Postoperative photograph after 10 days is shown in
figure 2. Histopathology report came out to be

Key Words : idiopathic scrotal calcinosis,
surgery, histology
INTRODUCTION
Scrotal calcinosis is a rare and benign condition,
which develops in young individuals. It is considered
to be idiopathic in nature, while some authors
consider it to be due to dystrophic calcification in
epidermal inclusion cysts. The calcium and
phosphorus levels in the blood are within normal
limits. Histology defines the disease. Management
includes surgical excision with primary closure, split
skin grafting, thigh pouch or pedicled inguinal flaps.
Hereby, we present a case report of idiopathic scrotal
calcinosis in a young male along with review of
literature.
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multiple nodules made up of amorphous basophilic
calcified material surrounded by foreign body giant
cell reaction. There was no evidence of epithelial
lining, residual cysts, lipid, or organisms in any
section. There were no postoperative complications
to date, and the patient had an excellent scrotal
cosmetic outcome.
DISCUSSION
Idiopathic scrotal calcinosis is a rare but benign
disease of the scrotal skin that presents with solitary
or multiple calcified nodules. The disease was
believed to be truly idiopathic since no cellular
elements, cysts, lipid, or organisms were found within
the calcified nodules. However, Saad and Zaatari et al
showed that idiopathic scrotal calcinosis develops
from dystrophic calcification of the epidermoid cysts,
1,2
epithelial wall, and keratin fibers .
The first case of idiopathic scrotal calcinosis
was described by Lewinski in 1883, and the disorder
2
was named by Shapiro et al in 1970 .
Most presentations occur in mid-thirties,
3
without any calcium/phosphorus imbalance . Scrotal
calcinosis mainly affects male, but similar lesions
(vulvar calcinosis) have been reported in female4. The
nodules are typically yellow to brown in color
containing calcium and phosphate deposits in the
scrotal skin. The nodules are usually firm, separately
palpable from each other and asymptomatic, but
could be itchy. The larger lesions may cause a heavy
sensation, whereas some of the matured nodules may
ulcerate to produce a white, chalky, and sand-like
material. The reason for a medical consult is typically
cosmetic. Hicheri et al. reported rapidly evolving
5
variant which occurred within 3 months . However,
the disease usually takes an indolent course,
developing over several years as in our case.
Evaluation is based largely upon history and
physical examination. X ray may show calcified
lesions around the scrotum, but is not confirmatory.
Surgery has been the only recommended mode
The RMJ : Volume - 14, Issue - 1, January- 2020

of treatment for idiopathic scrotal calcinosis. The
indications for surgical excision include cosmetic
6
concerns, severe pruritus, and ulceration . The
excision is limited to scrotal skin because the nodules
are localized in the dermis of the scrotum7. If the
defect in scrotal wall is small, secondary suturing
with little mobilization of the scrotal wall can close it.
Larger defects can be covered with split thickness
skin grafting but the normal feel of moving of testes
inside the scrotum cannot be achieved as graft lies
directly on the bare testes. In case of total excision of
the scrotal wall testes can be placed in the thigh pouch
created on the medial side of the thigh. Testes are
protected from the trauma by this method but it is
cosmetically unacceptable for patient. In cases where
above techniques are not feasible, pedicle inguinal
flap technique for the coverage of bare testes can be
employed which provides better cosmetic results than
skin grafting and inner thigh pouch implantation of
testes8.
Clinical diagnostic confusion may arise from
other scrotal lesions such as multiple neurofibromas,
steatomas, calcified lipomas and fibromas. Biopsy for
histological examination is necessary to differentiates
9
scrotal calcinosis from such lesions , confirmed by
7
the presence of Von Kossa positive dermal deposits .
Men will often ignore the presence of these cysts
as these are generally painless and also due to social
stigmata. Even though scrotal calcinosis is a benign
condition, it is important to let patient know about the
possibility of recurrence10. Recurrence may be due to
left over microscopic foci of calcification. Mahmood
Molaei et al suggest the use of Vitamin A and local
steroids to prevent recurrence11.
In conclusion, idiopathic scrotal calcinosis is a
rare benign disease which presents with multiple
asymptomatic various sized nodules on the scrotal
skin wall. Pathogenesis is still debatable, with a
majority favoring dystrophic calcification of the
epidermal inclusion cysts. Surgical treatment can
achieve good outcomes.
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